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P 

PACIFIC ACCFIIP peaceful (undisturbed; calm) [adj] 

PACIFIED ACDEFIIP PACIFY, to make peaceful [v] 

PACIFIER ACEFIIPR one that pacifies (to make peaceful) [n -S] 

PACIFIES ACEFIIPS PACIFY, to make peaceful [v] 

PACIFISM ACFIIMPS opposition to war or violence [n -S] 

PACIFIST ACFIIPST advocate of pacifism [n -S] 

 

PACKAGE AACEGKP to make into package (wrapped or boxed object) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

PACKERS ACEKPRS PACKER, one that packs (to put into receptacle for transportation or storage) [n] 

PACKETS ACEKPST PACKET, to make into small package [v] 

PACKING ACGIKNP material used to pack [n -S] / PACK, to put into receptacle for transportation or storage [v] 

PACKMAN AACKMNP peddler (one that peddles (to travel about selling wares)) [n -MEN] 

PACKABLE AABCEKLP PACK, to put into receptacle for transportation or storage [adj] 

PACKAGER AACEGKPR one that packages (to make into package (wrapped or boxed object)) [n -S] 

PACKETED ACDEEKPT PACKET, to make into small package [v] 

PACKNESS ACEKNPSS intimacy (state of being closely associated) [n -ES] 

PACKSACK AACCKKPS carrying bag to be worn on back [n -S] 

 

PAGANDOM AADGMNOP realm of pagans [n -S] 

PAGANISE AAEGINPS to paganize (to make irreligious) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PAGANISH AAGHINPS resembling pagan (follower of polytheistic religion) [adj] 

PAGANISM AAGIMNPS irreligious attitude [n -S] 

PAGANIST AAGINPST pagan (follower of polytheistic religion) [n -S] 

PAGANIZE AAEGINPZ to make irreligious [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

 

PALMATE AAELMPT resembling open hand [adj] 

PALMERS AELMPRS PALMER, religious pilgrim [n] 

PALMFUL AFLLMPU as much as palm can hold [n -S] 

PALMING AGILMNP PALM, to touch with palm (inner surface) of hand [v] 

PALMIST AILMPST fortune-teller [n -S] 

PALMTOP ALMOPPT small computer that fits in palm of hand [n -S] 

PALMATED AADELMPT palmate (resembling open hand) [adj] 

PALMBALL AABLLLMP baseball pitched from palm and thumb [n -S] 

 

PALPATE AAELPPT to examine by touch [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PALPING AGILNPP PALP, to touch (to be in or come into contact with) [v] 

PALPABLE AABELLPP capable of being felt [adj] 

PALPABLY AABLLPPY PALPABLE, capable of being felt [adv] 

PALPATOR AALOPPRT one that palpates (to examine by touch) [n -S] 

PALPUSES AELPPSSU PALPUS, sensory organ of arthropod [n] 

 

PARTERS AEPRRST PARTER, one that parts (to divide or break into separate pieces) [n] 

PARTIAL AAILPRT simple component of complex tone [n -S] 

PARTING AGINPRT division or separation [n -S] / PART, to divide or break into separate pieces [v] 

PARTITA AAIPRTT set of related instrumental pieces [n -S] 
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PARTITE AEIPRTT divided into parts [adj] 

PARTNER AENPRRT to associate with in some activity of common interest [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PARTONS ANOPRST PARTON, hypothetical atomic particle [n] 

PARTWAY AAPRTWY to some extent [adv] 

PARTIBLE ABEILPRT divisible [adj] 

PARTICLE ACEILPRT very small piece or part [n -S] 

 

PASSADE AADEPSS turn of horse backward or forward on same ground [n -S] 

PASSADO AADOPSS forward thrust in fencing [n -ES, -S] 

PASSAGE AAEGPSS to make voyage [v -D, -GING, -S] 

PASSANT AANPSST walking with farther forepaw raised -- used of heraldic animal [adj] 

PASSERS AEPRSSS PASSER, one that passes (to go by) [n] 

PASSING AGINPSS death (end of life) [n -S] / PASS, to go by [v] 

PASSKEY AEKPSSY key that opens several different locks [n -S] 

PASSABLE AABELPSS fairly good or acceptable [adj] 

PASSABLY AABLPSSY PASSABLE, fairly good or acceptable [adv] 

PASSBAND AABDNPSS frequency band that permits transmission with maximum efficiency [n -S] 

PASSBOOK ABKOOPSS bankbook (depositor's book) [n -S] 

PASSERBY ABEPRSSY one who passes by [n -RSBY] 

PASSIBLE ABEILPSS capable of feeling or suffering [adj] 

PASSLESS AELPSSSS incapable of being traveled over or through [adj] 

PASSOVER AEOPRSSV lamb eaten at feast of Jewish holiday [n -S] 

PASSPORT AOPPRSST document allowing travel from one country to another [n -S] 

PASSWORD ADOPRSSW secret word that must be spoken to gain admission [n -S] 

 

PAYABLE AABELPY profitable [adj] 

PAYABLY AABLPYY PAYABLE, profitable [adv] 

PAYBACK AABCKPY return on investment equal to original capital outlay [n -S] 

PAYDAYS AADPSYY PAYDAY, day on which wages are paid [n] 

PAYDOWN ADNOPWY reduction of debt through repayment [n -S] 

PAYLOAD AADLOPY part of cargo producing income [n -S] 

PAYMENT AEMNPTY something that is paid [n -S] 

PAYOFFS AFFOPSY PAYOFF, act of distributing gains [n] 

PAYOLAS AALOPSY PAYOLA, secret payment for favors [n] 

PAYOUTS AOPSTUY PAYOUT, money that is paid out [n] 

PAYROLL ALLOPRY list of employees entitled to payment [n -S] 

PAYSLIP AILPPSY brief record of employee's wages indicating deductions [n -S] 

PAYWALL AALLPWY system that prevents access to website without paid subscription [n -S] 

PAYABLES AABELPSY accounts payable [n PAYABLES] 

PAYCHECK ACCEHKPY check in payment of wages or salary [n -S] 

PAYGRADE AADEGPRY grade of military personnel according to base pay scale [n -S] 

 

PEACOAT AACEOPT heavy woolen jacket [n -S] 

PEACOCK ACCEKOP to strut vainly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PEAFOWL AEFLOPW large pheasant [n -S] 

PEAHENS AEEHNPS PEAHEN, female peafowl [n] 

PEALIKE AEEIKLP resembling pea (edible seed of annual herb) [adj] 
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PEANUTS AENPSTU PEANUT, nutlike seed or pod of annual vine [n] 

PEASCOD ACDEOPS peasecod (pea pod) [n -S] 

PEABERRY ABEEPRRY coffee berry having single seed [n -RRIES] 

PEABRAIN AABEINPR stupid person [n -S] 

PEACHICK ACCEHIKP young peafowl [n -S] 

PEACOCKY ACCEKOPY flamboyant, showy [adj -KIER, -KIER] 

PEANUTTY AENPTTUY having taste of peanuts [n -TTIER, -TTIEST] 

PEASECOD ACDEEOPS pea pod [n -S] 

 

PENCILS CEILNPS PENCIL, to produce by using pencil (writing and drawing implement) [v] 

PENLITE EEILNPT penlight (small flashlight) [n -S] 

PENNAME AEEMNNP name used by author instead of his real name [n -S] 

PENNERS EENNPRS PENNER, one that pens (to write with pen (instrument for writing with fluid ink)) [n] 

PENSTER EENPRST writer (one that writes (to form characters or symbols on surface with instrument)) [n -S] 

PENKNIFE EEFIKNNP small pocketknife [n -IVES] 

PENLIGHT EGHILNPT small flashlight [n -S] 

PENPOINT EINNOPPT point of pen [n -S] 

 

PENTADS ADENPST PENTAD, group of five [n] 

PENTANE AEENNPT volatile liquid [n -S] 

PENTENE EEENNPT liquid hydrocarbon [n -S]  

PENTODE DEENOPT type of electron tube [n -S] 

PENTOSE EENOPST sugar having five carbon atoms per molecule [n -S] 

PENTYLS ELNPSTY PENTYL, amyl (univalent radical) [n] 

PENTACLE ACEELNPT five-pointed star [n -S] 

PENTAGON AEGNNOPT five-sided polygon [n -S] 

PENTANOL AELNNOPT alcohol (flammable liquid) [n -S] 

PENTARCH ACEHNPRT one of five joint rulers [n -S] 

PENTOMIC CEIMNOPT made up of five battle groups [adj] 

PENTOSAN AENNOPST complex carbohydrate [n -S] 

 

PHOTICS CHIOPST science of light [n PHOTICS] 

PHOTINO HINOOPT hypothetical elementary particle [n -S] 

PHOTOED DEHOOPT PHOTO, to photograph [v] 

PHOTOGS GHOOPST PHOTOG, one who takes photographs [n] 

PHOTONS HNOOPST PHOTON, elementary particle [n] 

PHOTOING GHINOOPT PHOTO, to photograph [v] 

PHOTOMAP AHMOOPPT to map by means of aerial photography [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

PHOTONIC CHINOOPT PHOTON, elementary particle [adj] 

PHOTOPIA AHIOOPPT vision in bright light [n -S] 

PHOTOPIC CHIOOPPT PHOTOPIA, vision in bright light [adj] 

PHOTOSET EHOOPSTT to prepare for printing by photographic means [v PHOTOSET, -TTING, -S] 

 

PICKAXE ACEIKPX to pickax (to use pickax (tool for breaking hard surfaces)) [v -D, -XING, -S] 

PICKERS CEIKPRS PICKER, one that picks (to select (to choose)) [n] 

PICKETS CEIKPST PICKET, to stand outside of some location, as business, to publicize one's grievances against it [v] 

PICKIER CEIIKPR PICKY, fussy (overly concerned with small details) [adj] 
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PICKING CGIIKNP act of one that picks [n -S] / PICK, to select (to choose (to take by preference)) [v] 

PICKOFF CFFIKOP play in baseball [n -S] 

PICKUPS CIKPPSU PICKUP, small truck [n] 

PICKABLE ABCEIKLP PICK, to select (to choose (to take by preference)) [adj] 

PICKADIL ACDIIKLP type of collar [n -S] 

PICKAXED ACDEIKPX PICKAX, to use pickax (tool for breaking hard surfaces) [v] / PICKAXE [v] 

PICKAXES ACEIKPSX PICKAX, to use pickax (tool for breaking hard surfaces) [v] / PICKAXE [v] 

PICKETED CDEEIKPT PICKET, to stand outside of some location, as business, to publicize one's grievances against it [v] 

PICKETER CEEIKPRT one who pickets (to stand outside of some location, as business, to publicize one's grievances against it) [n -S] 

PICKIEST CEIIKPST PICKY, fussy (overly concerned with small details) [adj] 

PICKLOCK CCIKKLOP tool for opening locks [n -S] 

PICKWICK CCIIKKPW device for raising wicks in oil lamps [n -S] 

 

PIGBOAT ABGIOPT submarine [n -S] 

PIGFISH FGHIIPS marine fish [n -ES] 

PIGGERY EGGIPRY pigpen (place where pigs are kept) [n -RIES] 

PIGGIER EGGIIPR PIGGY, piggish (greedy or dirty) [adj] 

PIGGIES EGGIIPS PIGGIE, piggy (small pig) [n] / PIGGY [n] 

PIGGING GGGIINP PIG, to bear pigs (cloven-hoofed mammals) [v] 

PIGGINS GGIINPS PIGGIN, small wooden pail [n] 

PIGGISH GGHIIPS greedy or dirty [adj] 

PIGLETS EGILPST PIGLET, small pig [n] 

PIGLIKE EGIIKLP resembling pig [adj] 

PIGNUTS GINPSTU PIGNUT, hickory nut [n] 

PIGOUTS GIOPSTU PIGOUT, instance of eating to excess [n] 

PIGPENS EGINPPS PIGPEN, place where pigs are kept [n] 

PIGSKIN GIIKNPS skin of pig [n -S] 

PIGSNEY EGINPSY darling (much-loved person) [n -S] 

PIGTAIL AGIILPT tight braid of hair [n -S] 

PIGWEED DEEGIPW weedy plant [n -S] 

PIGGIEST EGGIIPST PIGGY, piggish (greedy or dirty) [adj] 

PIGSTICK CGIIKPST to hunt for wild boar [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PIGSTIES EGIIPSST PIGSTY, pigpen (place where pigs are kept) [n] 

 

PINENES EEINNPS PINENE, main constituent of turpentine [n] 

PINESAP AEINPPS fragrant herb [n -S] 

PINETUM EIMNPTU plantation of pine trees [n -TA] 

PINIEST EIINPST PINEY, piny (suggestive of or covered with pine trees) [adj] / PINY [adj] 

PINITOL IILNOPT alcohol (flammable liquid) [n -S] 

PINECONE CEEINNOP cone-shaped fruit of pine tree [n -S] 

PINELAND ADEILNNP land forested with pine [n -S] 

PINELIKE EEIIKLNP resembling pine (evergreen tree) [adj] 

PINERIES EEIINPRS PINERY, area where pineapples are grown [n] 

PINEWOOD DEINOOPW wood of pine tree [n -S] 

 

PINKENS EIKNNPS PINKEN, to become pink [v] 

PINKERS EIKNPRS PINKER, one that pinks (to cut saw-toothed edge on cloth) [n] 
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PINKEST EIKNPST PINK, of pale reddish hue [adj] 

PINKEYE EEIKNPY inflammation of eye [n -S] 

PINKEYS EIKNPSY PINKEY, ship with narrow overhanging stern [n] 

PINKIER EIIKNPR PINKY, pinkish (somewhat pink) [adj] 

PINKIES EIIKNPS PINKIE, little finger [n] 

PINKING GIIKNNP method of cutting or decorating [n -S] / PINK, to cut saw-toothed edge on cloth [v] 

PINKISH HIIKNPS somewhat pink [adj] 

PINKOES EIKNOPS PINKO, person who holds somewhat radical political views [n] 

PINKENED DEEIKNNP PINKEN, to become pink [v] 

PINKIEST EIIKNPST PINKY, pinkish (somewhat pink) [adj] 

PINKNESS EIKNNPSS state of being pink (of pale reddish hue) [n -ES] 

PINKROOT IKNOOPRT medicinal plant root [n -S] 

 

PIPAGES AEGIPPS PIPAGE, system of pipes [n] 

PIPEAGE AEEGIPP pipage (system of pipes) [n -S] 

PIPEFUL EFILPPU quantity sufficient to fill tobacco pipe [n -S] 

PIPETTE EEIPPTT to measure liquid with calibrated tube [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

PIPIEST EIIPPST PIPY, shrill (having high-pitched and piercing quality) [adj] 

PIPINGS GIINPPS PIPING, system of pipes [n] 

PIPECLAY ACEILPPY to whiten leather with fine white clay [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PIPEFISH EFHIIPPS slender fish [n -ES] 

PIPELESS EEILPPSS having no pipe [adj] 

PIPELIKE EEIIKLPP resembling pipe [adj] 

PIPELINE EEIILNPP to convey by line of pipe [v -D, -NING, -S] 

PIPESTEM EEIMPPST stem of tobacco pipe [n -S] 

PIPEWORK EIKOPPRW pipes collectively [n -S] 

PIPINESS EIINPPSS quality of being pipy (shrill (having high-pitched and piercing quality)) [n -ES] 

PIPINGLY GIILNPPY shrilly (having high-pitched and piercing quality) [adv] 

 

PITCHED CDEHIPT PITCH, to throw (to propel through air with movement of arm) [v] 

PITCHER CEHIPRT container for holding and pouring liquids [n -S] 

PITCHES CEHIPST PITCH, to throw (to propel through air with movement of arm) [v] 

PITCHIER CEHIIPRT PITCHY, tarry (resembling tar) [adj] 

PITCHILY CHIILPTY in very dark manner [adv] 

PITCHING CGHIINPT PITCH, to throw (to propel through air with movement of arm) [v] 

PITCHMAN ACHIMNPT salesman of small wares [n -MEN] 

PITCHOUT CHIOPTTU type of pitch in baseball [n -S] 

 

PLATEAU AAELPTU level stretch of elevated land [n -S, -X] / to reach period or condition of stability [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PLATENS AELNPST PLATEN, roller of typewriter [n] 

PLATERS AELPRST PLATER, one that plates (to coat with thin layer of metal) [n] 

PLATIER AEILPRT PLATY, split into thin, flat pieces [adj] 

PLATING AGILNPT PLATE, to coat with thin layer of metal [v] / thin layer of metal [n -S] 

PLATTER AELPRTT large, shallow dish [n -S] 

PLATYPI AILPPTY PLATYPUS, aquatic mammal [n] 

PLATEFUL AEFLLPTU quantity that fills plate (shallow dish) [n -S, -ESFUL] 

PLATELET AEELLPTT small, flattened body [n -S] 
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PLATFORM AFLMOPRT raised floor or flat surface [n -S] 

PLATIEST AEILPSTT PLATY, split into thin, flat pieces [adj] 

PLATONIC ACILNOPT purely spiritual and free from sensual desire [adj] 

 

PLEDGED DDEEGLP PLEDGE, to give as security for something borrowed [v] 

PLEDGEE DEEEGLP one to whom something is pledged [n -S] 

PLEDGER DEEGLPR one that pledges something [n -S] 

PLEDGES DEEGLPS PLEDGE, to give as security for something borrowed [v] 

PLEDGOR DEGLOPR pledger (one that pledges something) [n -S] 

PLEDGEOR DEEGLOPR pledger (one that pledges something) [n -S] 

 

PLOWBOY BLOOPWY boy who leads plow team [n -S] 

PLOWERS ELOPRSW PLOWER, one that plows (to turn up land with plow (farm implement)) [n] 

PLOWING GILNOPW PLOW, to turn up land with plow (farm implement) [v] 

PLOWMAN ALMNOPW man who plows [n -MEN] 

PLOWABLE ABELLOPW PLOW, to turn up land with plow (farm implement) [adj] 

PLOWBACK ABCKLOPW reinvestment of profits in business [n -S] 

PLOWHEAD ADEHLOPW clevis of plow [n -S] 

PLOWLAND ADLLNOPW land suitable for cultivation [n -S] 

 

PLUGGED DEGGLPU PLUG, to seal or close with plug (piece of material used to fill hole) [v] 

PLUGGER EGGLPRU one that plugs (to seal or close with plug (piece of material used to fill hole)) [n -S] 

PLUGOLA AGLLOPU free incidental advertising on radio or television [n -S] 

PLUGGING GGGILNPU PLUG, to seal or close with plug (piece of material used to fill hole) [v] 

PLUGHOLE EGHLLOPU drain that can be stopped with plug [n -S] 

PLUGLESS EGLLPSSU having no plug [adj] 

PLUGUGLY GGLLPUUY hoodlum (thug (brutal ruffian or assassin)) [n -LIES] 

 

PLUMBED BDELMPU PLUMB, to determine depth of [v] 

PLUMBER BELMPRU one who installs and repairs plumbing [n -S] 

PLUMBIC BCILMPU containing lead [adj] 

PLUMBUM BLMMPUU lead [n -S] 

PLUMBAGO ABGLMOPU graphite (variety of carbon) [n -S] 

PLUMBERY BELMPRUY work of plumber [n -RIES] 

PLUMBING BGILMNPU pipe system of building [n -S] / PLUMB, to determine depth of [v] 

PLUMBISM BILMMPSU lead poisoning [n -S] 

PLUMBOUS BLMOPSUU containing lead [adj] 

 

POESIES EEIOPSS POESY, poetry (literary work in metrical form) [n] 

POETESS EEOPSST female poet [n -ES] 

POETICS CEIOPST poetic theory or practice [n POETICS] 

POETISE EEIOPST to poetize (to write poetry) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

POETIZE EEIOPTZ to write poetry [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

POETICAL ACEILOPT poetic (pertaining to poetry (literary work in metrical form)) [adj] 

POETISER EEIOPRST poetizer (one that poetizes (to write poetry)) [n -S] 

POETIZER EEIOPRTZ one that poetizes (to write poetry) [n -S] 

POETLESS EELOPSST lacking poet (one who writes poems (composition in verse)) [adj] 
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POETLIKE EEIKLOPT resembling poet (one who writes poems (composition in verse)) [adj] 

POETRIES EEIOPRST POETRY, literary work in metrical form [n] 

 

POINTED DEINOPT POINT, to indicate direction with finger [v] 

POINTER EINOPRT one that points (to indicate direction with finger) [n -S] 

POINTES EINOPST POINTE, ballet position [n] 

POINTIER EIINOPRT POINTY, coming to sharp, tapering end [adj] 

POINTING GIINNOPT cement or mortar filling joints of brickwork [n -S] / POINT, to indicate direction with finger [v] 

POINTMAN AIMNNOPT certain player in hockey [n -MEN] 

 

POLARON ALNOOPR type of electron (elementary particle) [n -S] 

POLARISE AEILOPRS to polarize (to give polarity to) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

POLARITY AILOPRTY possession of two opposite qualities [n -TIES] 

POLARIZE AEILOPRZ to give polarity to [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

POLELESS EELLOPSS having no pole [adj] 

POLESTAR AELOPRST guiding principle [n -S] 

POLEWARD ADELOPRW in direction of either extremity of earth's axis [adv] 

 

POPSTER EOPPRST pop musician [n -S] 

POPULAR ALOPPRU liked by many people [adj] 

POPULACE ACELOPPU common people [n -S] 

POPULATE AELOPPTU to inhabit (to live in) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

POPULISM ILMOPPSU populists' doctrines [n -S] 

POPULIST ILOPPSTU member of party which represents common people [n -S] 

POPULOUS LOOPPSUU containing many inhabitants [adj] 

 

PORCINE CEINOPR pertaining to swine (contemptible person) [adj] 

PORCINI CIINOPR PORCINO, porcini [n] / edible mushroom [n -S] 

PORCINO CINOOPR porcini (porcino) [n -NI] 

PORKERS EKOPRRS PORKER, pig [n] 

PORKIER EIKOPRR PORKY, resembling pork [adj] 

PORKIES EIKOPRS PORKY, porcupine [n] 

PORKING GIKNOPR PORK, to eat ravenously [v] 

PORKPIE EIKOPPR man's hat [n -S] 

PORKIEST EIKOPRST PORKY, resembling pork [adj] 

PORKWOOD DKOOOPRW tropical tree [n -S] 

 

POSABLE ABELOPS POSE, to assume fixed position [adj] 

POSEURS EOPRSSU POSEUR, affected or insincere person [n] 

POSIEST EIOPSST POSEY, pretentious [adj] 

POSITED DEIOPST POSIT, to place (to set in particular position) [v] 

POSEABLE ABEELOPS POSE, to assume fixed position [adj] 

POSINGLY GILNOPSY in posing manner [adv] 

POSITING GIINOPST POSIT, to place (to set in particular position) [v] 

POSITION IINOOPST to put in particular location [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

POSITIVE EIIOPSTV certain (absolutely certain) [adj -R, -ST] / POSITIVITY [n] / quantity greater than zero [n -S] 

POSITRON INOOPRST subatomic particle [n -S] 
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POTAGES AEGOPST POTAGE, thick soup [n] 

POTBOIL BILOOPT to produce inferior literary or artistic work [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

POTBOYS BOOPSTY POTBOY, boy who serves customers in tavern [n] 

POTEENS EENOPST POTEEN, Irish whiskey that is distilled unlawfully [n] 

POTFULS FLOPSTU POTFUL, as much as pot can hold [n] 

POTHEAD ADEHOPT one who smokes marijuana [n -S] 

POTHEEN EEHNOPT poteen (Irish whiskey that is distilled unlawfully) [n -S] 

POTHERB BEHOPRT any herb used as food or seasoning [n -S]  

POTHOLE EHLOOPT deep hole in road [n -S]  

POTHOOK HKOOOPT hook for lifting or hanging pots [n -S] 

POTICHE CEHIOPT type of vase (rounded, decorative container) [n -S] 

POTIONS INOOPST POTION, magical or medicinal drink [n] 

POTLIKE EIKLOPT resembling pot [adj] 

POTLINE EILNOPT row of electrolytic cells [n -S] 

POTLUCK CKLOPTU food which is incidentally available [n -S] 

POTPIES EIOPPST POTPIE, deep-dish pie containing meat and vegetables [n] 

POTSHOT HOOPSTT to shoot randomly at [v POTSHOT, -TTING, -S] 

POTTAGE AEGOPTT thick soup [n -S] 

POTTEEN EENOPTT poteen (Irish whiskey that is distilled unlawfully) [n -S] 

POTTERS EOPRSTT POTTER, to putter (to occupy oneself in leisurely or ineffective manner) [v] 

POTTERY EOPRTTY ware molded from clay and hardened by heat [n -RIES] 

POTTIER EIOPRTT POTTY, of little importance [adj] 

POTTIES EIOPSTT POTTY, small toilet seat [n] 

POTTING GINOPTT POT, to put in pot (round, fairly deep container) [v] 

POTTLES ELOPSTT POTTLE, drinking vessel [n] 

POTASHES AEHOPSST POTASH, alkaline compound [n] 

POTBELLY BELLOPTY protruding abdominal region [n -LLIES] 

POTBOUND BDNOOPTU having grown too large for its container [adj] 

POTHOLED DEHLOOPT pothole (spelunking) [v] / POTHOLE, deep hole in road [adj] 

POTHOLER EHLOOPRT one who explores deep underground holes or caves [n -S] 

POTHOUSE EHOOPSTU tavern (place where liquor is sold to be drunk on premises) [n -S] 

POTSHARD ADHOPRST potsherd (fragment of broken pottery) [n -S] 

POTSHERD DEHOPRST fragment of broken pottery [n -S] 

POTSTONE ENOOPSTT variety of steatite [n -S] 

POTTERED DEEOPRTT POTTER, to putter (to occupy oneself in leisurely or ineffective manner) [v] 

POTTERER EEOPRRTT one that potters (to putter (to occupy oneself in leisurely or ineffective manner)) [n -S] 

POTTIEST EIOPSTTT POTTY, of little importance [adj] 

 

PRICKED CDEIKPR PRICK, to puncture slightly [v] 

PRICKER CEIKPRR one that pricks (to puncture slightly) [n -S] 

PRICKET CEIKPRT spike for holding candle upright [n -S] 

PRICKLE CEIKLPR to prick (to puncture slightly) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

PRICKLY CIKLPRY having many sharp points [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

PRICKIER CEIIKPRR PRICKY, prickly (having many sharp points) [adj] 

PRICKING CGIIKNPR PRICK, to puncture slightly [v] / prickly feeling [n -S] 
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PRIMACY ACIMPRY state of being first [n -CIES] 

PRIMARY AIMPRRY preliminary election [n -RIES] 

PRIMATE AEIMPRT any of advanced order of mammals [n -S] 

PRIMELY EILMPRY excellently (in excellent manner) [adv] 

PRIMERO EIMOPRR card game [n -S] 

PRIMERS EIMPRRS PRIMER, book that covers basics of subject [n] 

PRIMINE EIIMNPR outer covering of ovule [n -S] 

PRIMING GIIMNPR act of one that primes [n -S]  / PRIME, to make ready [v] 

PRIMALLY AILLMPRY PRIMAL, being at beginning or foundation [adv] 

PRIMATAL AAILMPRT primate (any of advanced order of mammals) [n -S] 

PRIMEVAL AEILMPRV pertaining to earliest ages [adj] 

PRIMUSES EIMPRSSU PRIMUS, head bishop of Scotland [n] 

 

PULLERS ELLPRSU PULLER, one that pulls (to exert force in order to cause motion toward force) [n] 

PULLING GILLNPU PULL, to exert force in order to cause motion toward force [v] 

PULLOUT LLOPTUU withdrawal [n -S] 

PULLUPS LLPPSUU PULLUP, act of raising oneself while hanging by hands [n] 

PULLBACK ABCKLLPU restraint or drawback [n -S] 

PULLOVER ELLOPRUV garment that is put on by being drawn over head [n -S] 

 

PULPERS ELPPRSU PULPER, one that pulps (to reduce to pulp (soft, moist mass of matter)) [n] 

PULPIER EILPPRU PULPY, resembling pulp [adj] 

PULPILY ILLPPUY in pulpy (resembling pulp) manner [adv] 

PULPING GILNPPU process of reducing to pulp [n -S] / PULP, to reduce to pulp (soft, moist mass of matter) [v] 

PULPOUS LOPPSUU pulpy (resembling pulp) [adj] 

PULPALLY ALLLPPUY PULPAL, pertaining to pulp [adv] 

PULPIEST EILPPSTU PULPY, resembling pulp [adj] 

PULPLESS ELLPPSSU having no pulp [adj] 

PULPWOOD DLOOPPUW soft wood used in making paper [n -S] 

 

PULSANT ALNPSTU pulsating [adj] 

PULSARS ALPRSSU PULSAR, celestial source of radio waves [n] 

PULSATE AELPSTU to expand and contract rhythmically [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PULSERS ELPRSSU PULSER, device that causes pulsations [n] 

PULSING GILNPSU PULSE, to pulsate (to expand and contract rhythmically) [v] 

PULSATOR ALOPRSTU something that pulsates (to expand and contract rhythmically) [n -S] 

PULSEJET EEJLPSTU type of engine [n -S] 

PULSOJET EJLOPSTU pulsejet (type of engine) [n -S] 

 

PUMPERS EMPPRSU PUMPER, one that pumps (to cause to flow by means of pump (device for moving fluids)) [n] 

PUMPING GIMNPPU PUMP, to cause to flow by means of pump (device for moving fluids) [v] 

PUMPABLE ABELMPPU PUMP, to cause to flow by means of pump (device for moving fluids) [adj] 

PUMPJACK ACJKMPPU pumping apparatus at oil well [n -S] 

PUMPLESS ELMPPSSU lacking pump [adj] 

PUMPLIKE EIKLMPPU resembling pump [adj] 

 

PUNISHED DEHINPSU PUNISH, to impose penalty on in requital for wrongdoing [v] 
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PUNISHER EHINPRSU one that punishes (to impose penalty on in requital for wrongdoing) [n -S] 

PUNISHES EHINPSSU PUNISH, to impose penalty on in requital for wrongdoing [v] 

PUNITION IINNOPTU act of punishing; punishment [n -S] 

PUNITIVE EIINPTUV inflicting punishment [adj] 

PUNITORY INOPRTUY punitive (inflicting punishment) [adj] 

 

PURGERS EGPRRSU PURGER, one that purges (to purify (to free from impurities)) [n] 

PURGING GGINPRU act of purifying (to free from impurities) [n -S] / PURGE, to purify (to free from impurities) [v] 

PURINES EINPRSU PURINE, chemical compound [n] 

PURISMS IMPRSSU PURISM, strict adherence to traditional correctness [n] 

PURISTS IPRSSTU PURIST, one who practices purism (strict adherence to traditional correctness) [n] 

PURITAN AINPRTU rigorously moral or religious person [n -S] 

PURIFIED DEFIIPRU PURIFY, to free from impurities [v] 

PURIFIER EFIIPRRU one that purifies (to free from impurities) [n -S] 

PURIFIES EFIIPRSU PURIFY, to free from impurities [v] 

PURISTIC CIIPRSTU PURIST, one who practices purism (strict adherence to traditional correctness) [adj] 

PURITIES EIIPRSTU PURITY, quality of being pure (free from anything different, inferior, or contaminating) [n] 

 

PUSHERS EHPRSSU PUSHER, one that pushes (to exert force in order to cause motion away from force) [n] 

PUSHFUL FHLPSUU pushy (offensively aggressive) [adj] 

PUSHIER EHIPRSU PUSHY, offensively aggressive [adj] 

PUSHILY HILPSUY in pushy (offensively aggressive) manner [adv] 

PUSHING GHINPSU PUSH, to exert force in order to cause motion away from force [v] 

PUSHPIN HINPPSU large-headed pin [n -S] 

PUSHROD DHOPRSU rod for operating valves in engine [n -S] 

PUSHUPS HPPSSUU PUSHUP, type of exercise [n] 

PUSHBACK ABCHKPSU negative or unfavorable response [n -S] 

PUSHBALL ABHLLPSU type of ball game [n -S] 

PUSHCART ACHPRSTU light cart pushed by hand [n -S] 

PUSHDOWN DHNOPSUW store of computer data [n -S] 

PUSHIEST EHIPSSTU PUSHY, offensively aggressive [adj] 

PUSHOVER EHOPRSUV easily defeated person or team [n -S] 

 

PYRALID ADILPRY long-legged moth [n -S] 

PYRENES EENPRSY PYRENE, putamen (hard covering of kernel of certain fruits) [n] 

PYRETIC CEIPRTY pertaining to fever [adj] 

PYREXES EEPRSXY PYREX, trademark [n] 

PYREXIA AEIPRXY fever [n -S] 

PYREXIC CEIPRXY PYREXIA, fever [adj] 

PYRIDIC CDIIPRY PYRIDINE, flammable liquid [adj] 

PYRITES EIPRSTY PYRITE, metallic sulfide [n] 

PYRITIC CIIPRTY PYRITE, metallic sulfide [adj] 

PYROGEN EGNOPRY substance that produces fever [n -S] 

PYRONES ENOPRSY PYRONE, chemical compound [n] 

PYROPES EOPPRSY PYROPE, variety of garnet [n] 

PYROSIS IOPRSSY heartburn [n -ES] 

PYRRHIC CHIPRRY type of metrical foot [n -S] 

PYRROLE ELOPRRY chemical compound [n -S] 
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PYRROLS LOPRRSY PYRROL, pyrrole (chemical compound) [n] 

PYRANOID ADINOPRY PYRAN, chemical compound [adj] 

PYRANOSE AENOPRSY simple sugar [n -S] 

PYREXIAL AEILPRXY PYREXIA, fever [adj] 

PYRIDINE DEIINPRY flammable liquid [n -S] 

PYRITISE EIIPRSTY to pyritize (to convert into pyrite) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

PYRITIZE EIIPRTYZ to convert into pyrite [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

PYRITOUS IOPRSTUY PYRITE, metallic sulfide [adj] 

PYROLIZE EILOPRYZ to pyrolyze (to affect compounds by application of heat) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

PYROLOGY GLOOPRYY scientific examination of materials by heat [n -GIES] 

PYROLYSE ELOPRSYY to pyrolyze (to affect compounds by application of heat) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

PYROLYZE ELOPRYYZ to affect compounds by application of heat [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

PYROSTAT AOPRSTTY thermostat [n -S] 

PYROXENE EENOPRXY any of group of minerals common in igneous rocks [n -S] 

PYRUVATE AEPRTUVY chemical salt [n -S] 

 

 

Word Families That Come From the Same Root (7s then 8s)  

Q 

QUACKED ACDEKQU QUACK, to utter characteristic cry of duck [v] 

QUACKERY ACEKQRUY fraudulent practice [n -RIES] 

QUACKIER ACEIKQRU QUACKY, resembling cry of duck [adj] 

QUACKING ACGIKNQU QUACK, to utter characteristic cry of duck [v] 

QUACKISH ACHIKQSU fraudulent [adj] 

QUACKISM ACIKMQSU quackery (fraudulent practice) [n -S] 

 

QUANTIC ACINQTU type of mathematical function [n -S] 

QUANTUM AMNQTUU fundamental unit of energy [n -TA] 

QUANTIFY AFINQTUY to determine quantity of [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

QUANTILE AEILNQTU any of values of random variable that divides frequency distribution [n -S] 

QUANTISE AEINQSTU to quantize (to limit possible values of to discrete set) [v -D, -S, -SING] 

QUANTITY AINQTTUY specified or indefinite amount or number [n -TIES] 

QUANTIZE AEINQTUZ to limit possible values of to discrete set [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

 

QUARTAN AANQRTU recurrent malarial fever [n -S] 

QUARTER AEQRRTU to divide into four equal parts [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

QUARTES AEQRSTU QUARTE, fencing thrust [n] 

QUARTET AEQRTTU group of four [n -S] 

QUARTIC ACIQRTU type of mathematical function [n -S] 

QUARTOS AOQRSTU QUARTO, size of piece of paper cut four from sheet [n] 

QUARTERN AENQRRTU one-fourth of something [n -S] 

QUARTIER AEIQRRTU district in French city [n -S] 

QUARTILE AEILQRTU portion of frequency distribution [n -S] 

 

QUEENED DEEENQU QUEEN, to make queen (female monarch) of [v] 

QUEENLY EELNQUY of or befitting queen [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

QUEENCUP CEENPQUU flowering plant [n -S] 
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QUEENDOM DEEMNOQU area ruled by queen [n -S] 

QUEENIER EEEINQRU QUEENY, showily effeminate [adj] 

QUEENING EEGINNQU QUEEN, to make queen (female monarch) of [v] 

 

QUEERED DEEEQRU QUEER, to spoil effect or success of [v] 

QUEERER EEEQRRU QUEER, deviating from expected or normal [adj] 

QUEERLY EELQRUY in queer (deviating from expected or normal) manner [adv] 

QUEEREST EEEQRSTU QUEER, deviating from expected or normal [adj] 

QUEERING EEGINQRU QUEER, to spoil effect or success of [v] 

QUEERISH EEHIQRSU somewhat queer (deviating from expected or normal) [adj] 

 

QUICKEN CEIKNQU to speed up [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

QUICKER CEIKQRU QUICK, acting or capable of acting with speed [adj] 

QUICKIE CEIIKQU something done quickly [n -S] 

QUICKLY CIKLQUY in quick (acting or capable of acting with speed) manner [adv] 

QUICKEST CEIKQSTU QUICK, acting or capable of acting with speed [adj] 

QUICKSET CEIKQSTU plant suitable for hedges [n -S] 

 

QUIETED DEEIQTU QUIET, to cause to be quiet [v] 

QUIETEN EEINQTU to quiet (to cause to be quiet) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

QUIETER EEIQRTU one that quiets (to cause to be quiet) [n -S] / QUIET, making little or no noise [adj] 

QUIETLY EILQTUY in quiet (making little or no noise) manner [adv] 

QUIETUS EIQSTUU final settlement [n -ES] 

QUIETEST EEIQSTTU QUIET, making little or no noise [adj] 

QUIETING EGIINQTU QUIET, to cause to be quiet [v] 

QUIETISM EIIMQSTU form of religious mysticism [n -S] 

QUIETIST EIIQSTTU advocate of quietism [n -S] 

QUIETUDE DEEIQTUU state of tranquility [n -S] 

 

QUIPPED DEIPPQU QUIP, to make witty remarks [v] 

QUIPPER EIPPQRU one that quips (to make witty remarks) [n -S] 

QUIPPIER EIIPPQRU QUIPPY, witty (humorously clever) [adj] 

QUIPPING GIINPPQU QUIP, to make witty remarks [v] 

QUIPPISH HIIPPQSU witty (humorously clever) [adj] 

QUIPSTER EIPQRSTU one that quips (to make witty remarks) [n -S] 

 

 

Word Families That Come From the Same Root (7s then 8s)  

R 

RADIALE AADEILR bone of carpus [n -LIA] 

RADIALS AADILRS RADIAL, part diverging from center [n] 

RADIANS AADINRS RADIAN, unit of angular measure [n] 

RADIANT AADINRT point from which rays are emitted [n -S] 

RADIATE AADEIRT to emit rays [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RADICAL AACDILR group of atoms that acts as unit in chemical compounds [n -S] 

RADICEL ACDEILR rootlet (small root) [n -S] 

RADICES ACDEIRS RADIX, root of plant [n] 
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RADICLE ACDEILR part of plant embryo [n -S] 

RADIOED ADDEIOR RADIO, to transmit by radio (apparatus for wireless communication) [v] 

RADIOES ADEIORS RADIO, to transmit by radio (apparatus for wireless communication) [v] 

RADIUMS ADIMRSU RADIUM, radioactive element [n] 

RADIXES ADEIRSX RADIX, root of plant [n] 

RADOMES ADEMORS RADOME, domelike device used to shelter radar antenna [n] 

RADIABLE AABDEILR capable of radiating [adj] 

RADIALLY AADILLRY in diverging manner [adv] 

RADIANCE AACDEINR brightness (quality of being bright (emitting much light)) [n -S] 

RADIANCY AACDINRY radiance (brightness (quality of being bright (emitting much light))) [n -CIES] 

RADIATOR AADIORRT heating device [n -S] 

RADICAND AACDDINR quantity in mathematics [n -S] 

RADICATE AACDEIRT to cause to take root [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RADIOING ADGIINOR RADIO, to transmit by radio (apparatus for wireless communication) [v] 

RADIOMAN AADIMNOR radio operator or technician [n -MEN] 

RADISHES ADEHIRSS RADISH, pungent, edible root [n] 

RADIUSED ADDEIRSU RADIUS, to give rounded form to [v] 

RADIUSES ADEIRSSU RADIUS, straight line from center of circle to circumference [n] / RADIUS, to give rounded form to [v] 

RADWASTE AADERSTW radioactive waste [n -S] 

 

RAGBAGS AABGGRS RAGBAG, bag for storing scraps of cloth [n] 

RAGDOLL ADGLLOR breed of cat [n -S]  

RAGGEDY ADEGGRY somewhat ragged [adj -DIER, -DIEST] 

RAGGING AGGGINR RAG, to scold (to rebuke harshly) [v] / technique of decorating wall by applying paint with rag [n -S] 

RAGLANS AAGLNRS RAGLAN, type of overcoat (warm coat worn over indoor clothing) [n] 

RAGTAGS AAGGRST RAGTAG, riffraff (disreputable element of society) [n] 

RAGTAIL AAGILRT ragged, shabby [adj] 

RAGTIME AEGIMRT style of American dance music [n -S] 

RAGTOPS AGOPRST RAGTOP, convertible automobile [n] 

RAGWEED ADEEGRW weedy herb [n -S] 

RAGWORM AGMORRW aquatic worm [n -S] 

RAGWORT AGORRTW flowering plant [n =S] 

RAGGEDER ADEEGGRR RAGGED, tattered [adj] 

RAGGEDLY ADEGGLRY RAGGED, tattered [adv] 

 

RAILBED ABDEILR layer of stone or gravel on which railroad is laid [n -S] 

RAILBUS ABILRSU passenger car equipped for operation on rails [n -ES, -SSES] 

RAILCAR AACILRR railroad car [n -S] 

RAILERS AEILRRS RAILER, one that rails (to scold in abusive or insolent language) [n] 

RAILING AGIILNR fence-like barrier [n -S] / RAIL, to scold in abusive or insolent language [v] 

RAILMAN AAILMNR railroad employee [n -MEN] 

RAILWAY AAILRWY railroad [n -S] 

RAILBIRD ABDIILRR racing enthusiast [n -S] 

RAILCARD AACDILRR card that allows buying railroad tickets at lower price [n -S] 

RAILHEAD AADEHILR end of railroad line [n -S] 

RAILLERY AEILLRRY good-natured teasing [n -RIES] 

RAILROAD AADILORR to transport by railroad (type of road on which locomotives are run) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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RAINBOW ABINORW arc of spectral colors formed in sky [n -S] 

RAINIER AEIINRR RAINY, marked by rain [adj] 

RAINILY AIILNRY in rainy (marked by rain) manner [adv] 

RAINING AGIINNR RAIN, to fall like rain (drops of water condensed from clouds) [v] 

RAINOUT AINORTU atomic fallout occurring in precipitation [n -S] 

RAINBAND AABDINNR dark band in solar spectrum [n -S] 

RAINBIRD ABDIINRR type of bird [n -S] 

RAINCOAT AACINORT waterproof coat [n -S] 

RAINDROP ADINOPRR drop of rain [n -S] 

RAINFALL AAFILLNR fall of rain [n -S] 

RAINIEST AEIINRST RAINY, marked by rain [adj] 

RAINLESS AEILNRSS having no rain [adj] 

RAINSUIT AIINRSTU waterproof jacket and pants [n -S] 

RAINWASH AAHINRSW to wash material downhill by rain [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

RAINWEAR AAEINRRW waterproof clothing [n RAINWEAR] 

 

RANCHED ACDEHNR RANCH, to work on ranch (establishment for raising livestock) [v] 

RANCHER ACEHNRR one that owns or works on ranch [n -S] 

RANCHES ACEHNRS RANCH, to work on ranch (establishment for raising livestock) [v] 

RANCHOS ACHNORS RANCHO, ranch [n] 

RANCHERA AACEHNRR type of Mexican country music [n -S] 

RANCHERO ACEHNORR rancher (one that owns or works on ranch) [n -S] 

RANCHING ACGHINNR RANCH, to work on ranch (establishment for raising livestock) [v] / work of running ranch [n -S] 

RANCHMAN AACHMNNR rancher (one that owns or works on ranch) [n -MEN] 

 

RATBAGS AABGRST RATBAG, eccentric or disagreeable person [n] 

RATFINK AFIKNRT contemptible person [n -S] 

RATFISH AFHIRST marine fish [n -ES] 

RATHOLE AEHLORT hole made by rat [n -S] 

RATLIKE AEIKLRT resembling rat [adj] 

RATLINE AEILNRT one of ropes forming steps of ship's rope ladder [n -S] 

RATLINS AILNRST RATLIN, ratline (one of ropes forming steps of ship's rope ladder) [n] 

RATTAIL AAILRTT marine fish [n -S] 

RATTERS AERRSTT RATTER, animal used for catching rats [n] 

RATTIER AEIRRTT RATTY, infested with rats [adj] 

RATTILY AILRTTY in manner suggestive of rats [adv] 

RATTING AGINRTT RAT, to hunt rats (long-tailed rodents) [v] 

RATTISH AHIRSTT ratlike (resembling rat) [adj] 

RATTONS ANORSTT RATTON, rat [n] 

RATTRAP AAPRRTT trap for catching rats [n -S] 

RATICIDE ACDEIIRT substance for killing rats [n -S] 

RATSBANE AABENRST rat poison [n -S] 

RATTIEST AEIRSTTT RATTY, infested with rats [adj] 

RATTLING AGILNRTT ratline (one of ropes forming steps of ship's rope ladder) [n -S] / RATTLE, to make quick succession of short, sharp sounds [v] 

 

RAVELED ADEELRV RAVEL, to separate threads of [v] 
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RAVELER AEELRRV one that ravels (to separate threads of) [n -S] 

RAVELLY AELLRVY tangled [adj] 

RAVELING AEGILNRV loose thread [n -S] / RAVEL, to separate threads of [v] 

RAVELLED ADEELLRV RAVEL, to separate threads of [v] 

RAVELLER AEELLRRV raveler (one that ravels (to separate threads of)) [n -S] 

 

RIGHTED DEGHIRT RIGHT, to put in proper order or condition [v] 

RIGHTER EGHIRRT one that rights (to put in proper order or condition) [n -S] / RIGHT, being in accordance with what is good, proper, or just [adj] 

RIGHTLY GHILRTY in right (being in accordance with what is good, proper, or just) manner [adv] 

RIGHTEST EGHIRSTT RIGHT, being in accordance with what is good, proper, or just [adj] 

RIGHTFUL FGHILRTU just or proper [adj] 

RIGHTIER EGHIIRRT RIGHTY, politically conservative [adj] 

RIGHTIES EGHIIRST RIGHTY, right-handed person [n] 

RIGHTING GGHIINRT RIGHT, to put in proper order or condition [v] 

RIGHTISH GHHIIRST somewhat right [adj] 

RIGHTISM GHIIMRST conservative political philosophy [n -S] 

RIGHTIST GHIIRSTT advocate of rightism [n -S] 

 

RINGERS EGINRRS RINGER, one that rings (to form ring (circular band) around) [n] 

RINGING GGIINNR RING, to form ring (circular band) around [v] 

RINGLET EGILNRT curly lock of hair [n -S] 

RINGTAW AGINRTW game of marbles [n -S] 

RINGBARK ABGIKNRR to make encircling cut through bark of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RINGBOLT BGILNORT type of eyebolt (type of bolt or screw) [n -S] 

RINGBONE BEGINNOR bony growth on horse's foot [n -S] 

RINGDOVE DEGINORV European pigeon [n -S] 

RINGETTE EEGINRTT team sport for women played on ice using rubber ring [n -S] 

RINGLESS EGILNRSS being without ring [adj] 

RINGLETY EGILNRTY resembling or suggestive of ringlet [adj] 

RINGLIKE EGIIKLNR resembling ring [adj] 

RINGNECK CEGIKNNR bird having ring of color around neck [n -S] 

RINGSIDE DEGIINRS area just outside boxing or wrestling ring (square enclosure) [n -S] 

RINGSTER EGINRRST one of group of people united for political or economic reasons [n -S] 

RINGTAIL AGIILNRT animal having tail with ringlike markings [n -S] 

RINGTONE EGINNORT sound made by cell phone when receiving call [n -S] 

RINGTOSS GINORSST game in which object is to toss ring onto upright stick [n -ES] 

RINGWORK GIKNORRW fortified circular trench around castle [n -S] 

RINGWORM GIMNORRW skin disease (caused by fungus) [n -S] 

 

RIPCORD CDIOPRR cord pulled to release parachute [n -S] 

RIPOFFS FFIOPRS RIPOFF, instance of stealing [n] 

RIPPERS EIPPRRS RIPPER, one that rips (to tear or cut apart roughly) [n] 

RIPPING GIINPPR excellent [adj] / RIP, to tear or cut apart roughly [v] 

RIPRAPS AIPPRRS RIPRAP, to strengthen with foundation of broken stones [v] 

RIPSAWN AINPRSW RIPSAW, to saw wood by cutting with grain [v] 

RIPSAWS AIPRSSW RIPSAW, to saw wood by cutting with grain [v] 

RIPSTOP IOPPRST fabric woven so that small tears do not spread [n -S] 
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RIPTIDE DEIIPRT tide that opposes other tides [n -S] 

RIPPABLE ABEILPPR capable of being ripped [adj] 

RIPSAWED ADEIPRSW RIPSAW, to saw wood by cutting with grain [v] 

 

ROADBED ABDDEOR foundation for railroad track [n -S] 

ROADEOS ADEOORS ROADEO, competition for truck drivers [n] 

ROADIES ADEIORS ROADIE, person who works for traveling entertainers [n] 

ROADWAY AADORWY road (open way for public passage) [n -S] 

ROADKILL ADIKLLOR animal that has been killed on road [n -S] 

ROADLESS ADELORSS having no roads [adj] 

ROADSHOW ADHOORSW theatrical show on tour [n -S] 

ROADSIDE ADDEIORS area along side of road [n -S] 

ROADSTER ADEORRST light, open automobile [n -S] 

ROADWORK ADKOORRW outdoor running as form of physical conditioning [n -S] 

 

ROCKABY ABCKORY song used to lull child to sleep [n -BIES] 

ROCKERS CEKORRS ROCKER, rocking chair [n] 

ROCKERY CEKORRY rock garden [n -RIES] 

ROCKIER CEIKORR ROCKY, unsteady (firm in position) [adj] 

ROCKILY CIKLORY in rocky (unsteady (not steady (firm in position))) manner [adv] 

ROCKING CGIKNOR ROCK, to move back and forth [v] 

ROCKABLE ABCEKLOR ROCK, to move back and forth [adj] 

ROCKABYE ABCEKORY rockaby (song used to lull child to sleep) [n -S] 

ROCKAWAY AACKORWY light carriage [n -S] 

ROCKFALL ACFKLLOR mass of fallen rocks [n -S] 

ROCKFISH CFHIKORS fish living around rocks [n -ES] 

ROCKIEST CEIKORST ROCKY, unsteady (firm in position) [adj] 

ROCKLESS CEKLORSS having no rocks [adj] 

ROCKLIKE CEIKKLOR resembling rock (large mass of stone) [adj] 

ROCKLING CGIKLNOR marine fish [n -S] 

ROCKROSE CEKOORRS flowering plant [n -S] 

ROCKWEED CDEEKORW brown seaweed [n -S] 

ROCKWOOL CKLOOORW mineral wool used for insulation [n -S] 

ROCKWORK CKKOORRW natural mass of rocks [n -S] 

 

ROLLERS ELLORRS ROLLER, rotating cylinder [n] 

ROLLIES EILLORS ROLLIE, hand-rolled cigarette [n] 

ROLLING GILLNOR act of one that rolls [n -S] / ROLL, to move along by repeatedly turning over [v] 

ROLLMOP LLMOOPR fillet of herring [n -S] 

ROLLOUT LLOORTU type of play in football [n -S] 

ROLLTOP LLOOPRT having flexible, sliding cover [adj] 

ROLLUPS LLOPRSU ROLLUP, something that is rolled into shape of tube [n] 

ROLLWAY ALLORWY incline for rolling logs [n -S] 

ROLLABLE ABELLLOR ROLL, to move along by repeatedly turning over [adj] 

ROLLAWAY AALLORWY piece of furniture that can be rolled away when not in use [n -S] 

ROLLBACK ABCKLLOR return to lower level of prices or wages [n -S] 

ROLLOVER ELLOORRV motor vehicle accident in which vehicle overturns [n -S] 
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ROMAINE AEIMNOR variety of lettuce [n -S] 

ROMAJIS AIJMORS ROMAJI, system of transliterating Japanese into Latin alphabet [n] 

ROMANCE ACEMNOR to woo (to seek affection of) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

ROMANOS AMNOORS ROMANO, Italian cheese [n] 

ROMAUNT AMNORTU long, medieval tale [n -S] 

ROMANCER ACEMNORR one that romances (to woo (to seek affection of)) [n -S] 

ROMANISE AEIMNORS to romanize (to write in Roman alphabet) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ROMANIZE AEIMNORZ to write in Roman alphabet [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

ROMANTIC ACIMNORT fanciful person [n -S] 

 

ROOFERS EFOORRS ROOFER, one that builds or repairs roofs [n] 

ROOFING FGINOOR material for roof [n -S] / ROOF, to provide with roof (external upper covering of building) [v] 

ROOFTOP FOOOPRT roof (external upper covering of building)[n -S] 

ROOFLESS EFLOORSS having no roof (external upper covering of building) [adj] 

ROOFLIKE EFIKLOOR resembling roof (external upper covering of building)  [adj] 

ROOFLINE EFILNOOR profile of roof (external upper covering of building) [n -S] 

ROOFTREE EEFOORRT horizontal timber in roof (external upper covering of building)  [n -S] 

 

ROOMERS EMOORRS ROOMER, lodger (one that resides in rented quarters) [n] 

ROOMFUL FLMOORU as much as room can hold [n -S, -MSFUL] 

ROOMIER EIMOORR ROOMY, spacious (vast or ample in extent) [adj] 

ROOMIES EIMOORS ROOMIE, roommate (one with whom room is shared) [n] 

ROOMILY ILMOORY ROOMY, spacious (vast or ample in extent) [adv] 

ROOMING GIMNOOR ROOM, to occupy room (walled space within building) [v] 

ROOMETTE EEMOORTT small room [n -S] 

ROOMIEST EIMOORST ROOMY, spacious (vast or ample in extent) [adj] 

ROOMMATE AEMMOORT one with whom room is shared [n -S] 

 

ROOTAGE AEGOORT system of roots [n -S] 

ROOTCAP ACOOPRT loose mass of cells that covers tip of some roots [n -S] 

ROOTERS EOORRST ROOTER, one that gives encouragement or support [n] 

ROOTIER EIOORRT ROOTY, full of roots [adj] 

ROOTING GINOORT ROOT, to put forth root (underground portion of plant) [v] 

ROOTKIT IKOORTT software that enables unauthorized access to computer [n -S]  

ROOTLED DELOORT ROOTLE, to dig in ground as with snout [v] 

ROOTLES ELOORST ROOTLE, to dig in ground as with snout [v] 

ROOTLET ELOORTT small root [n -S] 

ROOTBALL ABLLOORT mass of plant's roots and surrounding soil [n -S] 

ROOTHOLD DHLOOORT embedding of plant to soil through growing of roots [n -S] 

ROOTIEST EIOORSTT ROOTY, full of roots [adj] 

ROOTLESS ELOORSST having no roots [adj] 

ROOTLIKE EIKLOORT resembling root [adj] 

ROOTLING GILNOORT ROOTLE, to dig in ground as with snout [v] 

ROOTSIER EIOORRST ROOTSY, showing traditional musical origins [adj] 

ROOTWORM MOOORRTW beetle whose larvae feed on roots of crop plants [n -S] 
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ROPABLE ABELOPR ROPE, to bind with rope (thick line of twisted fibers) [adj] 

ROPEWAY AEOPRWY aerial cable used to transport freight [n -S] 

ROPIEST EIOPRST ROPY, resembling rope or ropes [adj] / ROPEY [adj] 

ROPINGS GINOPRS ROPING, act binding with rope [n] 

ROPELIKE EEIKLOPR resembling rope [adj] 

ROPERIES EEIOPRRS ROPERY, place where ropes are made [n] 

ROPEWALK AEKLOPRW long path where ropes are made [n -S] 

ROPINESS EINOPRSS quality of being ropy (resembling rope or ropes) [n -ES] 

 

ROSACEA AACEORS chronic inflammation of parts of face [n -S] 

ROSACES ACEORSS ROSACE, ornamentation resembling rose [n] 

ROSARIA AAIORRS ROSARIUM, rose garden [n] 

ROSEATE AEEORST rose-colored [adj] 

ROSEBAY ABEORSY evergreen shrub [n -S] 

ROSEBUD BDEORSU bud of rose [n -S] 

ROSEHIP EHIOPRS aggregate fruit of rose plant [n -S] 

ROSELLA AELLORS Australian parakeet [n -S] 

ROSEOLA AELOORS rose-colored skin rash [n -S] 

ROSETTE EEORSTT ornament resembling rose [n -S] 

ROSIEST EIORSST ROSY, rose-colored [adj] 

ROSARIAN AAINORRS cultivator of roses [n -S] 

ROSARIES AEIORRSS ROSARY, series of prayers in Roman Catholic Church [n] 

ROSARIUM AIMORRSU rose garden [n -IA, -S] 

ROSEBOWL BELOORSW bowl for displaying cut roses [n -S] 

ROSEBUSH BEHORSSU shrub that bears roses [n -ES] 

ROSEFISH EFHIORSS marine food fish [n -ES] 

ROSELIKE EEIKLORS resembling rose [adj] 

ROSEOLAR AELOORRS ROSEOLA, rose-colored skin rash [adj] 

ROSERIES EEIORRSS ROSERY, place where roses are grown [n] 

ROSEROOT EOOORRST perennial herb [n -S] 

ROSESLUG EGLORSSU larval sawfly that eats rose leaves [n -S] 

ROSETTED DEEORSTT ROSETTE, ornament resembling rose [adj] 

ROSEWOOD DEOOORSW tropical tree [n -S] 

ROSINESS EINORSSS state of being rosy (rose-colored) [n -ES] 

 

ROTATED ADEORTT ROTATE, to turn about axis [v] 

ROTATES AEORSTT ROTATE, to turn about axis [v] 

ROTATOR AOORRTT one that rotates (to turn about axis) [n -ES, -S] 

ROTARIES AEIORRST ROTARY, rotating part or device [n] 

ROTATING AGINORTT ROTATE, to turn about axis [v] 

ROTATION AINOORTT act or instance of rotating [n -S] 

ROTATIVE AEIORTTV ROTATION, act or instance of rotating [adj] 

ROTATORY AOORRTTY pertaining to rotation (act or instance of rotating) [adj] 

ROTIFORM FIMOORRT shaped like wheel [adj] 

ROTOTILL ILLOORTT to till soil with type of farming implement [-ED, -ING, -S] 

 

ROUGHED DEGHORU ROUGH, to make rough [v] 
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ROUGHEN EGHNORU to make rough [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ROUGHER EGHORRU ROUGH, having uneven surface [adj] / one that roughs (to make rough) [n -S] 

ROUGHLY GHLORUY in rough (having uneven surface) manner [adv] 

ROUGHAGE AEGGHORU coarse, bulky food [n -S] 

ROUGHDRY DGHORRUY to dry without ironing, as washed clothes [v -RIED, -ING, -RIES] 

ROUGHEST EGHORSTU ROUGH, having uneven surface [adj] 

ROUGHHEW EGHHORUW to shape roughly [v -ED, -N, -ING, -S] 

ROUGHIES EGHIORSU ROUGHY, small fish having rough scales [n] 

ROUGHING GGHINORU excessive use of force in hockey [n -S] / ROUGH, to make rough [v] 

ROUGHISH GHHIORSU somewhat rough [adj] 

ROUGHLEG EGGHLORU large hawk [n -S] 

ROUGHOUT GHOORTUU unfinished roughly shaped artifact [n -S] 

 

ROULADE ADELORU musical embellishment [n -S] 

ROULEAU AELORUU roll of coins wrapped in paper [n -S, -X] 

ROUNDED DDENORU ROUND, to make round [v] 

ROUNDEL DELNORU round figure or object [n -S] 

ROUNDER DENORRU ROUND, shaped like sphere [adj] / tool for rounding [n -S] 

ROUNDLY DLNORUY in round (shaped like sphere) manner [adv] 

ROUNDUP DNOPRUU driving together of cattle scattered over range [n -S] 

ROULETTE EELORTTU to make tiny slits in [v -D, -TTING, -S] 

ROUNDEST DENORSTU ROUND, shaped like sphere [adj] 

ROUNDING DGINNORU ROUND, to make round [v] 

ROUNDISH DHINORSU somewhat round [adj] 

ROUNDLET DELNORTU small circle [n -S] 

 

RUNAWAY AANRUWY one that runs away [n -S] 

RUNBACK ABCKNRU type of run in football [n -S] 

RUNDOWN DNNORUW summary (short restatement) [n -S] 

RUNLESS ELNRSSU scoring no runs in baseball [adj] 

RUNLETS ELNRSTU RUNLET, small stream [n] 

RUNNELS ELNNRSU RUNNEL, small stream [n] 

RUNNERS ENNRRSU RUNNER, one that runs (to move by rapid steps) [n] 

RUNNIER EINNRRU RUNNY, tending to drip [adj] 

RUNNING GINNNRU race [n -S] / RUN, to move by rapid steps [v] 

RUNOFFS FFNORSU RUNOFF, rainfall that is not absorbed by soil [n] 

RUNOUTS NORSTUU RUNOUT, end of film strip [n] 

RUNOVER ENORRUV matter for publication that exceeds allotted space [n -S] 

RUNWAYS ANRSUWY RUNWAY, landing and takeoff strip for aircraft [n] 

RUNABOUT ABNORTUU small, open auto [n -S] 

RUNAGATE AAEGNRTU deserter (one that deserts (to abandon)) [n -S] 

RUNNABLE ABELNNRU capable of being run [adj] 

RUNNIEST EINNRSTU RUNNY, tending to drip [adj] 

RUNROUND DNNORRUU evasive action [n -S] 

 

RURALLY ALLRRUY in rural (pertaining to country (territory of nation)) manner [adv] 

RURALISE AEILRRSU to ruralize (to make rural) [v -D, -SING, -S] 
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RURALISM AILMRRSU state of being rural (pertaining to country (territory of nation)) [n -S] 

RURALIST AILRRSTU one who lives in country [n -S] 

RURALITE AEILRRTU ruralist (one who lives in country) [n -S] 

RURALITY AILRRTUY state of being rural (pertaining to country (territory of nation)) [n -TIES] 

RURALIZE AEILRRUZ to make rural [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

 

RUSTIER EIRRSTU RUSTY, covered with rust [adj] 

RUSTILY ILRSTUY in rusty (covered with rust) manner [adv] 

RUSTING GINRSTU RUST, to form rust (reddish coating that forms on iron) [v] 

RUSTABLE ABELRSTU RUST, to form rust (reddish coating that forms on iron) [adj] 

RUSTIEST EIRSSTTU RUSTY, covered with rust [adj] 

RUSTLESS ELRSSSTU free from rust [adj] 

 

 

Word Families That Come From the Same Root (7s then 8s)  

S 

SAILERS AEILRSS SAILER, vessel that sails [n] 

SAILING AGIILNS act of one that sails [n -S] / SAIL, to move across surface of water by action of wind [v] 

SAILORS AILORSS SAILOR, member of ship's crew [n] 

SAILABLE AABEILLS SAIL, to move across surface of water by action of wind [adj] 

SAILBOAT AABILOST boat that sails [n -S] 

SAILFISH AFHIILSS large marine fish [n -ES] 

SAILLESS AEILLSSS lacking sail [adj] 

SAILORLY AILLORSY SAILOR, member of ship's crew [adj] 

SAILPAST AAILPSST sailing of ships past place [n -S] 

 

SALABLE AABELLS capable of being or fit to be sold [adj] 

SALABLY AABLLSY SALABLE, capable of being or fit to be sold [adv] 

SALEABLE AABEELLS salable (capable of being or fit to be sold) [adj] 

SALEABLY AABELLSY SALEABLE, salable (capable of being or fit to be sold) [adv] 

SALEROOM AELMOORS room in which goods are displayed for sale [n -S] 

SALESMAN AAELMNSS man who sells merchandise [n -MEN] 

 

SALTBOX ABLOSTX type of house [n -ES] 

SALTERN AELNRST place where salt is produced [n -S] 

SALTERS AELRSST SALTER, one that salts (to treat with salt (crystalline compound used as seasoning and preservative)) [n] 

SALTERY AELRSTY factory where fish is salted for storage [n -RIES] 

SALTEST AELSSTT SALT, salty (tasting of or containing salt) [adj] 

SALTIER AEILRST saltire (heraldic design) [n -S] / SALTY, tasting of or containing salt [adj] 

SALTIES AEILSST SALTIE, deep-sea vessel sailing Great Lakes [n] 

SALTILY AILLSTY in salty (tasting of or containing salt) manner [adv] 

SALTINE AEILNST salted cracker [n -S] 

SALTING AGILNST land regularly flooded by tides [n -S] / SALT, to treat with salt (crystalline compound used as seasoning and preservative) [v] 

SALTISH AHILSST somewhat salty [adj] 

SALTPAN AALNPST large pan for making salt by evaporation [n -S] 

SALIFIED ADEFIILS SALIFY, to combine with salt [v] 

SALIFIES AEFIILSS SALIFY, to combine with salt [v] 
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SALINITY AIILNSTY concentration of salt [n -TIES] 

SALINIZE AEIILNSZ to treat with salt [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

SALTBUSH ABHLSSTU salt-tolerant plant [n -ES] 

SALTIEST AEILSSTT SALTY, tasting of or containing salt [adj] 

SALTLESS AELLSSST having no salt [adj] 

SALTLIKE AEIKLLST resembling salt [adj] 

SALTNESS AELNSSST state of being salty (tasting of or containing salt) [n -ES] 

SALTWORK AKLORSTW saltern (place where salt is produced) [n -S] 

SALTWORT ALORSTTW seaside herb [n -S] 

 

SAUCERS ACERSSU SAUCER, small, shallow dish [n] 

SAUCIER  ACEIRSU SAUCY, impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful) [adj] / chef who specializes in sauces [n -S] 

SAUCILY ACILSUY SAUCY, impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful) [adv] 

SAUCING ACGINSU SAUCE, to season with sauce (flavorful liquid dressing) [v] 

SAUCEBOX ABCEOSUX saucy person [n -ES] 

SAUCEPAN AACENPSU deep cooking pan with handle [n -S] 

SAUCEPOT ACEOPSTU deep cooking pot with two handles [n -S] 

SAUCIEST ACEISSTU SAUCY, impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful) [adj] 

 

SAVABLE AABELSV capable of being saved [adj] 

SAVINGS AGINSSV SAVING, act or instance of saving [n] 

SAVIORS AIORSSV SAVIOR, one that saves (to rescue from danger, injury, or loss) [n] 

SAVIOUR AIORSUV savior (one that saves (to rescue from danger, injury, or loss)) [n -S] 

SAVEABLE AABEELSV SAVE, to rescue from danger, injury, or loss [adj] 

SAVINGLY AGILNSVY in thrifty (displaying thrift (care and wisdom in management of one's resources)) manner [adv] 

 

SAVORED ADEORSV SAVOR, to taste or smell with pleasure [v] 

SAVORER AEORRSV one that savors (to taste or smell with pleasure) [n -S] 

SAVOURS AORSSUV SAVOUR, to savor (to taste or smell with pleasure) [v] 

SAVOURY AORSUVY savory (savory dish served before or after meal) [n -RIES] / savory (pleasant to taste or smell) [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

SAVORIER AEIORRSV SAVORY, pleasant to taste or smell [adj] 

SAVORIES AEIORSSV SAVORY, savory dish served before or after meal [n] 

SAVORILY AILORSVY SAVORY, pleasant to taste or smell [adv] 

SAVORING AGINORSV SAVOR, to taste or smell with pleasure [v] 

SAVOROUS AOORSSUV savory (pleasant to taste or smell) [adj] 

SAVOURED ADEORSUV SAVOUR, to savor (to taste or smell with pleasure) [v] 

SAVOURER AEORRSUV savorer (one that savors (to taste or smell with pleasure)) [n -S] 

 

SAWBILL ABILLSW tropical bird [n -S] 

SAWBUCK ABCKSUW sawhorse (rack used to support piece of wood being sawed) [n -S] 

SAWDUST ADSSTUW small particles of wood produced in sawing [n -S] 

SAWFISH AFHISSW marine fish [n -ES] 

SAWLIKE AEIKLSW resembling saw [adj] 

SAWLOGS AGLOSSW SAWLOG, log large enough to saw into boards [n] 

SAWMILL AILLMSW place where logs are sawed [n -S] 

SAWYERS AERSSWY SAWYER, one that saws wood for living [n] 

SAWBONES ABENOSSW surgeon (one who practices surgery (treatment of medical problems by operation)) [n -ES] 
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SAWDUSTY ADSSTUWY SAWDUST, small particles of wood produced in sawing [adj] 

SAWFLIES AEFILSSW SAWFLY, winged insect [n] 

SAWGRASS AAGRSSSW sedge with spiny-edged leaves [n -ES] 

SAWHORSE AEHORSSW rack used to support piece of wood being sawed [n -S] 

SAWTOOTH AHOOSTTW cutting edge on saw [n -TEETH] 

 

SCUMBAG ABCGMSU dirtbag (dirty or contemptible person) [n -S] 

SCUMMED CDEMMSU SCUM, to remove scum (impure or extraneous matter) from [v] 

SCUMMER CEMMRSU one that scums (to remove scum (impure or extraneous matter) from) [n -S] 

SCUMBALL ABCLLMSU dirtbag (dirty or contemptible person) [n -S] 

SCUMLESS CELMSSSU having no scum(impure or extraneous matter) [adj] 

SCUMLIKE CEIKLMSU resembling scum (impure or extraneous matter) [adj] 

SCUMMIER CEIMMRSU SCUMMY, covered with scum (impure or extraneous matter) [adj] 

SCUMMILY CILMMSUY SCUMMY, covered with scum (impure or extraneous matter) [adv] 

SCUMMING CGIMMNSU SCUM, to remove scum (impure or extraneous matter) from [v] 

 

SECONDE CDEENOS position in fencing [n -S] 

SECONDI CDEINOS SECONDO, lower part in piano duet [n] 

SECONDO CDENOOS lower part in piano duet [n -DI] 

SECONDS CDENOSS SECOND, to give support or encouragement to [v] 

SECONDED CDDEENOS SECOND, to give support or encouragement to [v] 

SECONDEE CDEEENOS worker who is transferred to another job temporarily [n -S] 

SECONDER CDEENORS one that seconds (to give support or encouragement to) [n -S] 

SECONDLY CDELNOSY in next place after first [adv] 

 

SEEDBED BDDEEES land prepared for seeding [n -S] 

SEEDERS DEEERSS SEEDER, one that seeds (to plant seeds (propagative plant structures) in) [n] 

SEEDIER DEEEIRS SEEDY, containing seeds; inferior in condition or quality [adj] 

SEEDILY DEEILSY in seedy (containing seeds; inferior in condition or quality) manner [adv] 

SEEDING DEEGINS SEED, to plant seeds (propagative plant structures) in [v] 

SEEDMAN ADEEMNS seedsman (dealer in seeds) [n -MEN] 

SEEDPOD DDEEOPS type of seed vessel [n -S] 

SEEDCAKE ACDEEEKS sweet cake containing aromatic seeds [n -S] 

SEEDCASE ACDEEESS pericarp (wall of ripened plant ovary or fruit) [n -S] 

SEEDIEST DEEEISST SEEDY, containing seeds; inferior in condition or quality [adj] 

SEEDLESS DEEELSSS having no seeds [adj] 

SEEDLIKE DEEEIKLS resembling seed [adj] 

SEEDLING DEEGILNS young plant [n -S] 

SEEDSMAN ADEEMNSS dealer in seeds [n -MEN] 

SEEDTIME DEEEIMST season for sowing seeds [n -S] 

 

SELFDOM DEFLMOS selfhood (state of being individual person) [n -S] 

SELFIES EEFILSS SELFIE, image of oneself taken by oneself using phone camera [n] 

SELFING EFGILNS SELF, to inbreed (to breed closely related stock) [v] 

SELFISH EFHILSS concerned chiefly or only with oneself [adj] 

SELFHEAL AEEFHLLS perennial herb [n -S] 

SELFHOOD DEFHLOOS state of being individual person [n -S] 
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SELFLESS EEFLLSSS unselfish (not selfish (concerned chiefly or only with oneself)) [adj] 

SELFNESS EEFLNSSS selfhood (state of being individual person) [n -ES] 

SELFSAME AEEFLMSS identical [adj] 

SELFWARD ADEFLRSW toward oneself [adv] 

 

SENSATE AEENSST to sense (to perceive by senses (any of certain agencies through which individual receives impressions of external world)) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SENSING EGINNSS SENSE, to perceive by senses (any of certain agencies through which individual receives impressions of external world) [v] 

SENSORS ENORSSS SENSOR, device that receives and responds to stimulus [n] 

SENSORY ENORSSY pertaining to senses or sensation [adj] 

SENSUAL AELNSSU pertaining to physical senses [adj] 

SENSEFUL EEFLNSSU sensible (having or showing good judgment) [adj] 

SENSIBLE BEEILNSS having or showing good judgment [adj -R, -ST] / something that can be sensed [n -S] 

SENSIBLY BEILNSSY SENSIBLE, having or showing good judgment [adv] 

SENSILLA AEILLNSS simple sense organ [n -E] 

SENSORIA AEINORSS parts of brain concerned with reception and interpretation of sensory stimuli [n SENSORIA] 

SENSUOUS ENOSSSUU pertaining to or derived from senses [adj] 

 

SEQUELA AEELQSU abnormal condition resulting from preceding disease [n -E] 

SEQUELS EELQSSU SEQUEL, something that follows and serves as continuation [n] 

SEQUENT EENQSTU something that follows (to come or go after) [n -S] 

SEQUENCE CEEENQSU to arrange in consecutive order [v -D, -CING, -S] 

SEQUENCY CEENQSUY following of one thing after another [n -CIES] 

SEQUITUR EIQRSTUU conclusion of inference [n -S] 

 

SERIALS AEILRSS SERIAL, literary or dramatic work presented in successive installments [n] 

SERIATE AEEIRST to put into series [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SERIALLY AEILLRSY in manner or form of serial (literary or dramatic work presented in successive installments) [adv] 

SERIATED ADEEIRST SERIATE, to put into series [v] 

SERIATES AEEIRSST SERIATE, to put into series [v] 

SERIATIM AEIIMRST serially (in manner or form of serial) [adv] 

 

SEXIEST EEISSTX SEXY, arousing sexual desire [adj] 

SEXISMS EIMSSSX SEXISM, prejudice or discrimination against women [n] 

SEXISTS EISSSTX SEXIST, one that practices sexism [n] 

SEXLESS EELSSSX lacking sexual characteristics [adj] 

SEXPERT EEPRSTX expert in sexual matters [n -S] 

SEXPOTS EOPSSTX SEXPOT, sexually attractive woman [n] 

SEXTING EGINSTX sending of sexually explicit messages or images by cell phone [n -S] 

SEXOLOGY EGLOOSXY study of human sexual behavior [n -GIES] 

SEXUALLY AELLSUXY SEXUAL, pertaining to sex [adv] 

 

SEXTAIN AEINSTX stanza of six lines [n -S] 

SEXTANS AENSSTX SEXTAN, recurrent malarial fever [n] 

SEXTANT AENSTTX instrument for measuring angular distances [n -S] 

SEXTETS EESSTTX SEXTET, group of six [n] 

SEXTILE EEILSTX position of two celestial bodies when they are sixty degrees apart [n -S] 

SEXTARII AEIIRSTX ancient Roman units of liquid measure [n -II] 
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SEXTETTE EEESTTTX sextet (group of six) [n -S] 

SEXTUPLE EELPSTUX to make six times as great [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SEXTUPLY ELPSTUXY to six times as much or as many [adv] 

SIXFOLD DFILOSX being six times as great as [adj] 

SIXTEEN EEINSTX number [n -S] 

SIXTHLY HILSTXY in sixth place [adv] 

SIXTIES EIISSTX SIXTY, number [n] 

SIXPENCE CEEINPSX formerly used British coin worth six pennies [n -S] 

SIXPENNY EINNPSXY worth sixpence [adj] 

SIXTIETH EHIISTTX one of sixty equal parts [n -S] 

SIXTYISH HIISSTXY being about sixty years old [adj] 

 

SHARPED ADEHPRS SHARP, to raise in pitch, as musical tone [v] 

SHARPEN AEHNPRS to make sharp [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SHARPER AEHPRRS SHARP, suitable for or capable of cutting or piercing [adj] / swindler (one that swindles) [n -S] 

SHARPIE AEHIPRS very alert person [n -S] 

SHARPLY AHLPRSY in sharp (suitable for or capable of cutting or piercing) manner [adv] 

SHARPEST AEHPRSST SHARP, suitable for or capable of cutting or piercing [adj] 

SHARPING AGHINPRS SHARP, to raise in pitch, as musical tone [v] 

SHARPISH AHHIPRSS somewhat sharp [adj] 

 

SHIPLAP AHILPPS to clad vertical surface using rabbeted wood [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

SHIPMAN AHIMNPS sailor (member of ship's crew) [n -MEN] 

SHIPPED DEHIPPS SHIP, to transport by ship (vessel suitable for navigation in deep water) [v] 

SHIPPER EHIPPRS one that ships (to transport by ship (vessel suitable for navigation in deep water)) [n -S] 

SHIPWAY AHIPSWY canal deep enough to serve ships [n -S] 

SHIPLESS EHILPSSS lacking ship [adj] 

SHIPLOAD ADHILOPS as much as ship can carry [n -S] 

SHIPMATE AEHIMPST fellow sailor [n -S] 

SHIPMENT EHIMNPST something that is shipped [n -S] 

SHIPPING GHIINPPS business of one that ships [n -S] / SHIP, to transport by ship (vessel suitable for navigation in deep water) [v] 

SHIPSIDE DEHIIPSS area alongside ship [n -S] 

SHIPTIME EHIIMPST annual arrival of supply ship [n -S] 

SHIPWORM HIMOPRSW wormlike mollusk [n -S] 

SHIPYARD ADHIPRSY place where ships are built or repaired [n -S] 

 

SHITBAG ABGHIST offensive word [n -S] 

SHITCAN ACHINST offensive word [v -NNED, -NNING, -S] 

SHITTAH AHHISTT hardwood tree [n -S] 

SHITTED DEHISTT SHIT, offensive word [v] 

SHITTER EHIRSTT offensive word [n -S] 

SHITFACE ACEFHIST offensive word [n -S] 

SHITHEAD ADEHHIST offensive word [n -S] 

SHITHEEL EEHHILST offensive word [n -S] 

SHITHOLE EHHILOST offensive word [n -S] 

SHITLESS EHILSSST offensive word [adj] 

SHITLIST HIILSSTT offensive word [n -S] 
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SHITLOAD ADHILOST offensive word [n -S] 

 

SHOEBOX BEHOOSX oblong box for holding pair of shoes [n -ES] 

SHOEING EGHINOS SHOE, to provide with shoes [v] 

SHOEPAC ACEHOPS waterproof boot [n -S] 

SHOEBILL BEHILLOS wading bird [n -S] 

SHOEHORN EHHNOORS to force into small space [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SHOELACE ACEEHLOS lace for fastening shoe [n -S] 

SHOELESS EEHLOSSS having no shoe [adj] 

SHOEPACK ACEHKOPS shoepac (waterproof boot) [n -S] 

SHOETREE EEEHORST device shaped like foot that is inserted into shoe to preserve its shape [n -S] 

 

SHOPBOY BHOOPSY salesclerk [n -S] 

SHOPMAN AHMNOPS one who owns or operates small store [n -MEN] 

SHOPPED DEHOPPS SHOP, to examine goods with intent to buy [v] 

SHOPPER EHOPPRS one that shops (to examine goods with intent to buy) [n -S] 

SHOPPES EHOPPSS SHOPPE, small store [n] 

SHOPGIRL GHILOPRS salesgirl [n -S] 

SHOPLESS EHLOPSSS having no stores [adj] 

SHOPLIFT FHILOPST to steal goods from store [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SHOPPIER EHIOPPRS SHOPPY, conducive to shopping [adj] 

SHOPPING GHINOPPS act of one that shops [n -S] / SHOP, to examine goods with intent to buy [v] 

SHOPTALK AHKLOPST conversation concerning one's business or occupation [n -S] 

SHOPWORN HNOOPRSW worn out from being on display in store [adj] 

 

SHORTED DEHORST SHORT, to cause type of electrical malfunction in [v] 

SHORTEN EHNORST to make or become shorter [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SHORTER EHORRST SHORT, having little length [adj] 

SHORTIA AHIORST perennial herb [n -S] 

SHORTIE EHIORST shorty (one that is short) [n -S] 

SHORTLY HLORSTY in short time [adv] 

SHORTAGE AEGHORST insufficient supply or amount [n -S] 

SHORTCUT CHORSTTU to take shorter or quicker way [v SHORTCUT, -TTING, -S] 

SHORTEST EHORSSTT SHORT, having little length [adj] 

SHORTING GHINORST SHORT, to cause type of electrical malfunction in [v] 

SHORTISH HHIORSST somewhat short [adj] 

 

SHOWBIZ BHIOSWZ show business [n -ZZES] 

SHOWERS EHORSSW SHOWER, to bathe in spray of water [v] 

SHOWERY EHORSWY abounding with brief periods of rain [adj] 

SHOWIER EHIORSW SHOWY, making great or brilliant display [adj] 

SHOWILY HILOSWY in showy (making great or brilliant display) manner [adv] 

SHOWING GHINOSW exhibition or display [n -S] / SHOW, to cause or permit to be seen [v] 

SHOWMAN AHMNOSW theatrical producer [n -MEN] 

SHOWOFF FFHOOSW one given to pretentious display [n -S] 

SHOWABLE ABEHLOSW SHOW, to cause or permit to be seen [adj] 

SHOWBOAT ABHOOSTW to show off [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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SHOWCASE ACEHOSSW to exhibit (to present for public viewing) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SHOWDOWN DHNOOSWW event that forces conclusion of issue [n -S] 

SHOWGIRL GHILORSW chorus girl [n -S] 

SHOWGOER EGHOORSW one that attends show [n -S] 

SHOWIEST EHIOSSTW SHOWY, making great or brilliant display [adj] 

SHOWRING GHINORSW ring where animals are displayed [n -S] 

SHOWROOM HMOOORSW room used for display of merchandise [n -S] 

SHOWTIME EHIMOSTW time at which entertainment is to start [n -S] 

 

SHUTEYE EEHSTUY sleep [n -S] 

SHUTOFF FFHOSTU device that shuts something off [n -S] 

SHUTOUT HOSTTUU game in which one team fails to score [n -S] 

SHUTTER EHRSTTU to provide with shutters (hinged window covers) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SHUTDOWN DHNOSTUW temporary closing of industrial plant [n -S] 

SHUTTING GHINSTTU SHUT, to close (to block against entry or passage) [v] 

 

SICKBAY ABCIKSY ship's hospital [n -S] 

SICKBED BCDEIKS sick person's bed [n -S] 

SICKEES CEEIKSS SICKEE, sickie (emotionally sick person) [n] 

SICKENS CEIKNSS SICKEN, to make sick [v] 

SICKEST CEIKSST SICK, affected with disease or ill health [adj] 

SICKIES CEIIKSS SICKIE, emotionally sick person [n] / SICKY, person who is unwell [n] 

SICKISH CHIIKSS somewhat sick [adj] 

SICKOUT CIKOSTU organized absence of workers claiming to be sick [n -S] 

SICKENED CDEEIKNS SICKEN, to make sick [v] 

SICKENER CEEIKNRS one that sickens (to make sick (affected with disease or ill health)) [n -S] 

SICKERLY CEIKLRSY securely (free from danger) [adv] 

SICKLIED CDEIIKLS SICKLY, to make sickly (appearing as if sick) [v] 

SICKLIER CEIIKLRS SICKLY, appearing as if sick [adj] 

SICKLIES CEIIKLSS SICKLY, to make sickly (appearing as if sick) [v] 

SICKLILY CIIKLLSY SICKLY, appearing as if sick [adv] 

SICKNESS CEIKNSSS state of being sick (affected with disease or ill health) [n -S] 

SICKROOM CIKMOORS room occupied by sick person [n -S] 

 

SILEXES EEILSSX SILEX, silica (form of silicon) [n] 

SILICAS ACIILSS SILICA, form of silicon [n] 

SILICIC CCIIILS pertaining to silicon (nonmetallic element) [adj] 

SILICON CIILNOS nonmetallic element [n -S] 

SILICATE ACEIILST chemical salt [n -S] 

SILICIDE CDEIIILS silicon compound [n -S] 

SILICIFY CFIIILSY to convert into silica [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

SILICIUM CIIILMSU silicon (nonmetallic element) [n -S] 

SILICONE CEIILNOS silicon compound [n -S] 

 

SILVERN EILNRSV silvery (resembling silver) [adj] 

SILVERS EILRSSV SILVER, to cover with silver (metallic element) [v] 

SILVERY EILRSVY resembling silver [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 
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SILVERED DEEILRSV SILVER, to cover with silver (metallic element) [v] 

SILVERER EEILRRSV one that silvers (to cover with silver (metallic element)) [n -S] 

SILVERLY EILLRSVY with silvery appearance [adv] 

 

SIMPLER EILMPRS SIMPLE, not complex or complicated [adj] 

SIMPLES EILMPSS SIMPLE, something that is simple [n] 

SIMPLEX EILMPSX simple word [n -ES, -LICES, -LICIA] 

SIMPLEST EILMPSST SIMPLE, not complex or complicated [adj] 

SIMPLIFY FIILMPSY to make simple [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

SIMPLISM IILMMPSS tendency to oversimplify issue or problem [n -S] 

SIMPLIST IILMPSST person given to simplism [n -S] 

 

SISSIER EIIRSSS SISSY, sissyish (resembling sissy) [adj] 

SISSIES EIISSSS SISSY, effeminate man or boy [n] 

SISTERS EIRSSST SISTER, to treat like sister (female sibling) [v] 

SISSIEST EIISSSST SISSY, sissyish (resembling sissy) [adj] 

SISSYISH HIISSSSY resembling sissy (effeminate man or boy) [adj] 

SISTERED DEEIRSST SISTER, to treat like sister (female sibling) [v] 

SISTERLY EILRSSTY of or resembling sister [adj] 

 

SIZABLE ABEILSZ of considerable size [adj] 

SIZABLY ABILSYZ SIZABLE, of considerable size [adv] 

SIZIEST EIISSTZ SIZY, viscid (thick and adhesive) [adj] 

SIZINGS GIINSSZ SIZING, substance used as glaze or filler for porous materials [n] 

SIZEABLE ABEEILSZ sizable (of considerable size) [adj] 

SIZEABLY ABEILSYZ SIZEABLE, sizable (of considerable size) [adv] 

SIZINESS EIINSSSZ quality or state of being sizy [n -ES] 

 

SKIDDED DDDEIKS SKID, to slide sideways as result of loss of traction [v] 

SKIDDER DDEIKRS one that skids (to slide sideways as result of loss of traction) [n -S] 

SKIDPAD ADDIKPS road surface on which drivers can practice controlling skidding [n -S] 

SKIDWAY ADIKSWY platform on which logs are piled for loading or sawing [n -S] 

SKIDDIER DDEIIKRS SKIDDY, likely to cause skidding [adj] 

SKIDDING DDGIIKNS SKID, to slide sideways as result of loss of traction [v] / work of hauling logs from cutting area [n -S] 

 

SKINFUL FIKLNSU as much as skin container can hold [n -S] 

SKINNED DEIKNNS SKIN, to strip or deprive of skin (membranous tissue covering body of animal) [v] 

SKINNER EIKNNRS one that skins (to strip or deprive of skin (membranous tissue covering body of animal)) [n -S] 

SKINHEAD ADEHIKNS one whose hair is cut very short [n -S] 

SKINLESS EIKLNSSS having no skin [adj] 

SKINLIKE EIIKKLNS resembling skin [adj] 

SKINNIER EIIKNNRS SKINNY, very thin [adj] 

SKINNIES EIIKNNSS SKINNY, one that is skinny [n] 

SKINNING GIIKNNNS SKIN, to strip or deprive of skin (membranous tissue covering body of animal) [v] 

 

SLAPPED ADELPPS SLAP, to strike with open hand [v] 

SLAPPER AELPPRS one that slaps (to strike with open hand) [n -S] 

SLAPDASH AADHLPSS careless work [n -ES] 
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SLAPJACK AACJKLPS pancake [n -S] 

SLAPPING AGILNPPS SLAP, to strike with open hand [v] 

SLAPSHOT AHLOPSST type of shot in hockey [n -S] 

 

SLEAZED ADEELSZ SLEAZE, to behave in sleazy manner [v] 

SLEAZES AEELSSZ SLEAZE, to behave in sleazy manner [v] 

SLEAZOS AELOSSZ SLEAZO, sleazoid (person of low morals or character) [n] 

SLEAZIER AEEILRSZ SLEAZY, of low quality or character [adj] 

SLEAZILY AEILLSYZ SLEAZY, of low quality or character [adv] 

SLEAZING AEGILNSZ SLEAZE, to behave in sleazy manner [v] 

SLEAZOID ADEILOSZ person of low morals or character [n -S] 

 

SLEEKED DEEEKLS SLEEK, to make sleek [v] 

SLEEKEN EEEKLNS to sleek (to make sleek) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SLEEKER EEEKLRS one that sleeks (to make sleek) [n -S] / SLEEK, smooth and glossy [adj] 
SLEEKIT EEIKLST sleek (smooth and glossy) [adj] 

SLEEKLY EEKLLSY in sleek (smooth and glossy) manner [adv] 

SLEEKEST EEEKLSST SLEEK, smooth and glossy [adj] 

SLEEKIER EEEIKLRS SLEEKY, sleek (smooth and glossy) [adj] 

SLEEKING EEGIKLNS SLEEK, to make sleek [v] 

 

SLIPOUT ILOPSTU insert in newspaper [n -S] 

SLIPPED DEILPPS SLIP, to slide suddenly and accidentally [v] 

SLIPPER EILPPRS light, low shoe [n -S] 

SLIPUPS ILPPSSU SLIPUP, mistake [n] 

SLIPWAY AILPSWY area sloping toward water in shipyard [n -S] 

SLIPCASE ACEILPSS protective box for book [n -S] 

SLIPFORM FILMOPRS to construct with use of mold in which concrete is placed to set [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SLIPKNOT IKLNOPST type of knot [n -S] 

SLIPLESS EILLPSSS free from errors [adj] 

SLIPOVER EILOPRSV pullover (garment that is put on by being drawn over head) [n -S] 

SLIPPAGE AEGILPPS falling off from standard or level [n -S] 

SLIPPERY EILPPRSY causing or tending to cause slipping [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

SLIPPIER EIILPPRS SLIPPY, slippery (causing or tending to cause slipping) [adj] 

SLIPPILY IILLPPSY SLIPPY, slippery (causing or tending to cause slipping) [adv] 

SLIPPING GIILNPPS SLIP, to slide suddenly and accidentally [v] 

SLIPSHOD DHILOPSS carelessly done or made [adj] 

SLIPSLOP ILLOPPSS watery food [n -S] 

SLIPSOLE EILLOPSS thin insole [n -S] 

SLIPWARE AEILPRSW type of pottery (ware molded from clay and hardened by heat) [n -S] 

 

SLITTED DEILSTT SLIT, to make slit (long, narrow cut) in [v] 

SLITTER EILRSTT one that slits (to make slit (long, narrow cut) in) [n -S] 

SLITLESS EILLSSST having no slits [adj] 

SLITLIKE EIIKLLST resembling slit [adj] 

SLITTERS EILRSSTT SLITTER, one that slits (to make slit (long, narrow cut) in) [n] 

SLITTIER EIILRSTT SLITTY, being long and narrow [adj] 
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SLITTING GIILNSTT SLIT, to make slit (long, narrow cut) in [v] 

 

SLOWEST ELOSSTW SLOW, moving with little speed [adj] 

SLOWING GILNOSW SLOW, to lessen speed of [v] 

SLOWISH HILOSSW somewhat slow [adj] 

SLOWDOWN DLNOOSWW lessening of pace [n -S] 

SLOWNESS ELNOSSSW state of being slow (moving with little speed) [n -ES] 

SLOWPOKE EKLOOPSW slow individual [n -S] 

SLOWWORM LMOORSWW European lizard having no legs [n -S] 

 

SLUMISM ILMMSSU prevalence of slums [n -S] 

SLUMMED DELMMSU SLUM, to visit slums (squalid urban areas) [v] 

SLUMMER ELMMRSU one that slums (to visit slums (squalid urban areas)) [n -S] 

SLUMLORD DLLMORSU landlord of slum property [n -S] 

SLUMMIER EILMMRSU SLUMMY, resembling slum [adj] 

SLUMMING GILMMNSU SLUM, to visit slums (squalid urban areas) [v] 

 

SMARTED ADEMRST SMART, to cause sharp, stinging pain [v] 

SMARTEN AEMNRST to improve in appearance [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SMARTER AEMRRST SMART, characterized by mental acuity [adj] 

SMARTIE AEIMRST smarty (obnoxiously conceited person) [n -S] 

SMARTLY ALMRSTY in smart (characterized by mental acuity) manner [adv] 

SMARTEST AEMRSSTT SMART, characterized by mental acuity [adj] 

SMARTING AGIMNRST SMART, to cause sharp, stinging pain [v] 

SMARTISH AHIMRSST SMART, characterized by mental acuity [adj] 

 

SMOKERS EKMORSS SMOKER, one that smokes (to emit smoke (gaseous product of burning materials)) [n] 

SMOKEYS EKMOSSY SMOKEY, police officer who patrols highways [n] 

SMOKIER EIKMORS SMOKEY, smoky (filled with smoke) [adj] / SMOKY [adj] 

SMOKIES EIKMOSS SMOKEY, police officer who patrols highways [n] / SMOKIE, sausage or hot dog [n] 

SMOKILY IKLMOSY SMOKY, filled with smoke [adv] 

SMOKING GIKMNOS inhaling and exhaling of smoke of tobacco or drug [n -S] / SMOKE, to emit smoke (gaseous product of burning materials) [v] 

SMOKABLE ABEKLMOS SMOKE, to emit smoke (gaseous product of burning materials) [adj] 

SMOKEBOX BEKMOOSX chamber for producing and containing smoke [n -ES] 

SMOKEPOT EKMOOPST container for giving off smoke [n -S] 

SMOKIEST EIKMOSST SMOKEY, smoky (filled with smoke) [adj] / SMOKY [adj] 

 

SMOOTHE EHMOOST to smooth (to make smooth) [v -D, -HING, -S] 

SMOOTHS HMOOSST SMOOTH, to make smooth [v] 

SMOOTHY HMOOSTY smoothie (person with polished manners) [n -HIES] 

SMOOTHED DEHMOOST SMOOTH, to make smooth [v] / SMOOTHE, to smooth (to make smooth) [v] 

SMOOTHEN EHMNOOST to smooth (to make smooth) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SMOOTHER EHMOORST one that smooths (to make smooth) [n -S] / SMOOTH, having surface that is free from irregularities [adj] 

SMOOTHES EHMOOSST SMOOTH, to make smooth [v] / SMOOTHE [v] 

SMOOTHIE EHIMOOST person with polished manners [n -S] 

SMOOTHLY HLMOOSTY in smooth (having surface that is free from irregularities) manner [adv] 
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SNAPPED ADENPPS SNAP, to make sharp cracking sound [v] 

SNAPPER AENPPRS one that snaps (to make sharp cracking sound) [n -S] 

SNAPBACK AABCKNPS sudden rebound or recovery [n -S] 

SNAPLESS AELNPSSS lacking snap (type of fastening device) [adj] 

SNAPPIER AEINPPRS SNAPPY, snappish (tending to speak in impatient or irritable manner) [adj] 

SNAPPILY AILNPPSY in snappy (snappish (tending to speak in impatient or irritable manner)) manner [adv] 

SNAPPING AGINNPPS SNAP, to make sharp cracking sound [v] 

SNAPPISH AHINPPSS tending to speak in impatient or irritable manner [adj] 

SNAPSHOT AHNOPSST to photograph informally and quickly [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

SNAPWEED ADEENPSW flowering plant [n -S] 

 

SNIFFED DEFFINS SNIFF, to inhale audibly through nose [v] 

SNIFFER EFFINRS one that sniffs (to inhale audibly through nose) [n -S] 

SNIFFLE EFFILNS to sniff repeatedly [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SNIFFLY FFILNSY that sniffles [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

SNIFTER EFINRST pear-shaped liquor glass [n -S] 

SNIFFIER EFFIINRS SNIFFY, sniffish (haughty (arrogant (overly convinced of one's own worth or importance))) [adj] 

SNIFFILY FFIILNSY in sniffy (sniffish (haughty (arrogant))) manner [adv] 

SNIFFING FFGIINNS SNIFF, to inhale audibly through nose [v] 

SNIFFISH FFHIINSS haughty (arrogant (overly convinced of one's own worth or importance)) [adj] 

SNIFFLER EFFILNRS one that sniffles (to sniff repeatedly) [n -S] 

 

SNIPPED DEINPPS SNIP, to cut with short, quick stroke [v] 

SNIPPER EINPPRS one that snips (to cut with short, quick stroke) [n -S] 

SNIPPET EINPPST small piece snipped off [n -S] 

SNIPPETY EINPPSTY snippy (snappish (tending to speak in impatient or irritable manner)) [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

SNIPPIER EIINPPRS SNIPPY, snappish (tending to speak in impatient or irritable manner) [adj] 

SNIPPILY IILNPPSY SNIPPY, snappish (tending to speak in impatient or irritable manner) [adv] 

SNIPPING GIINNPPS piece of something that has been snipped off [n -S] / SNIP, to cut with short, quick stroke [v] 

 

SNOWCAP ACNOPSW covering of snow [n -S] 

SNOWCAT ACNOSTW tracklaying vehicle for travel on snow [n -S] 

SNOWIER EINORSW SNOWY, abounding in snow [adj] 

SNOWILY ILNOSWY in snowy (abounding in snow) manner [adv] 

SNOWING GINNOSW SNOW, to fall as snow (precipitation in form of ice crystals) [v] 

SNOWMAN AMNNOSW figure of person that is made of snow [n -MEN] 

SNOWBALL ABLLNOSW to increase at rapidly accelerating rate [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SNOWBANK ABKNNOSW mound of snow [n -S] 

SNOWBELL BELLNOSW flowering shrub [n -S] 

SNOWBELT BELNOSTW region that receives appreciable amount of snow each year [n -S] 

SNOWBIRD BDINORSW small bird [n -S] 

SNOWBUSH BHNOSSUW flowering shrub [n -ES] 

SNOWDROP DNOOPRSW European herb [n -S] 

SNOWFALL AFLLNOSW fall of snow [n -S] 

SNOWFLEA AEFLNOSW wingless insect appearing on snow in spring [n -S] 

SNOWIEST EINOSSTW SNOWY, abounding in snow [adj] 

SNOWLAND ADLNNOSW area marked by great amount of snow [n -S] 

SNOWLESS ELNOSSSW having no snow [adj] 
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SNOWLIKE EIKLNOSW resembling snow [adj] 

SNOWMELT ELMNOSTW water produced by melting of snow [n -S] 

SNOWMOLD DLMNOOSW fungus disease of grasses near edge of melting snow [n -S] 

SNOWPACK ACKNOPSW accumulation of packed snow [n -S] 

SNOWPLOW LNOOPSWW to execute type of skiing maneuver [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SNOWSHED DEHNOSSW structure built to provide protection against snow [n -S] 

SNOWSHOE EHNOOSSW to walk on snowshoes (oval frames that allow person to walk on deep snow) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SNOWSUIT INOSSTUW child's garment for winter wear [n -S] 

 

SNUFFED DEFFNSU SNUFF, to use or inhale snuff (powdered tobacco) [v] 

SNUFFER EFFNRSU one that snuffs (to use or inhale snuff (powdered tobacco)) [n -S] 

SNUFFLE EFFLNSU to sniffle (to sniff repeatedly) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SNUFFLY FFLNSUY tending to snuffle [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

SNUFFBOX BFFNOSUX box for holding snuff [n -ES] 

SNUFFIER EFFINRSU SNUFFY, dingy (grimy (dirty (unclean))) [adj] 

SNUFFILY FFILNSUY in snuffy (dingy (grimy (dirty))) manner [adv] 

SNUFFING FFGINNSU SNUFF, to use or inhale snuff (powdered tobacco) [v] 

SNUFFLER EFFLNRSU one that snuffles (to sniffle (to sniff repeatedly)) [n -S] 

 

SNUGGED DEGGNSU SNUG, to make snug [v] 

SNUGGER EGGNRSU SNUG, warmly comfortable [adj] 

SNUGGLE EGGLNSU to lie or press closely [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SNUGGLY GGLNSUY warm and cozy [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

SNUGGERY EGGNRSUY snug place [n -RIES] 

SNUGGEST EGGNSSTU SNUG, warmly comfortable [adj] 

SNUGGIES EGGINSSU women's long underwear [n SNUGGIES] 

SNUGGING GGGINNSU SNUG, to make snug [v] 

SNUGNESS EGNNSSSU quality or state of being snug [n -ES] 

 

SOAPBOX ABOOPSX to deliver informal impassioned speech on street [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SOAPERS AEOPRSS SOAPER, serial melodrama on radio or television [n] 

SOAPIER AEIOPRS SOAPY, containing or resembling soap [adj] 

SOAPILY AILOPSY in soapy (containing or resembling soap) manner [adv] 

SOAPING AGINOPS SOAP, to treat with soap (cleansing agent) [v] 

SOAPBARK AABKOPRS tropical tree [n -S] 

SOAPFISH AFHIOPSS tropical fish that produces toxic mucus [n -ES] 

SOAPIEST AEIOPSST SOAPY, containing or resembling soap [adj] 

SOAPLESS AELOPSSS having no soap [adj] 

SOAPLIKE AEIKLOPS resembling soap [adj] 

SOAPSUDS ADOPSSSU suds (soapy water) [n SOAPSUDS] 

SOAPWORT AOOPRSTW perennial herb [n -S] 

 

SOBERED BDEEORS SOBER, to make sober [v] 

SOBERER BEEORRS SOBER, having control of one's faculties [adj] 

SOBERLY BELORSY in sober (having control of one's faculties) manner [adv] 

SOBEREST BEEORSST SOBER, having control of one's faculties [adj] 

SOBERING BEGINORS SOBER, to make sober [v] 
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SOBERIZE BEEIORSZ to sober (to make sober) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

SOBRIETY BEIORSTY quality or state of being sober [n -TIES] 

 

SOCIALS ACILOSS SOCIAL, friendly gathering [n] 

SOCIETY CEIOSTY organized group of persons [n -TIES] 

SOCIABLE ABCEILOS social (friendly gathering) [n -S] 

SOCIABLY ABCILOSY in friendly (inclined to approve, help, or support) manner [adv] 

SOCIALLY ACILLOSY with respect to society [adv] 

SOCIETAL ACEILOST SOCIETY, organized group of persons [adj] 

 

SOFTENS EFNOSST SOFTEN, to make soft [v] 

SOFTEST EFOSSTT SOFT, yielding readily to pressure [adj] 

SOFTIES EFIOSST SOFTIE, softy (sentimental person) [n] / SOFTY [n] 

SOFTISH FHIOSST somewhat soft [adj] 

SOFTBACK ABCFKOST book bound in flexible paper cover [n -S] 

SOFTBALL ABFLLOST type of ball [n -S] 

SOFTCORE CEFOORST less than explicit in depicting sex acts [adj] 

SOFTENED DEEFNOST SOFTEN, to make soft [v] 

SOFTENER EEFNORST one that softens (to make soft) [n -S] 

SOFTHEAD ADEFHOST foolish person [n -S] 

SOFTNESS EFNOSSST quality or state of being soft [n -ES] 

SOFTWARE AEFORSTW written or printed data used in computer operations [n -S] 

SOFTWOOD DFOOOSTW soft wood of various trees [n -S] 

 

SOLIDER DEILORS SOLID, having definite shape and volume [adj] 

SOLIDLY DILLOSY in solid (having definite shape and volume) manner [adv] 

SOLIDUS DILOSSU coin of ancient Rome [n -DI] 

SOLIDARY ADILORSY united [adj] 

SOLIDEST DEILOSST SOLID, having definite shape and volume [adj] 

SOLIDIFY DFIILOSY to make solid [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

SOLIDITY DIILOSTY quality or state of being solid [n -TIES] 

SOLIQUID DIILOQSU fluid colloidal system [n -S] 

 

SOMEDAY ADEMOSY at some future time [adv] 

SOMEHOW EHMOOSW by some means [adv] 

SOMEONE EEMNOOS somebody (important person) [n -S] 

SOMEWAY AEMOSWY somehow (by some means) [adv] 

SOMEBODY BDEMOOSY important person [n -DIES] 

SOMEDEAL ADEELMOS to some degree [adv] 

SOMETIME EEIMMOST at some future time [adv] 

SOMEWAYS AEMOSSWY someway (somehow (by some means)) [adv] 

SOMEWHAT AEHMOSTW unspecified number or part [n -S] 

SOMEWHEN EEHMNOSW sometime (at some future time) [adv] 

SOMEWISE EEIMOSSW somehow (by some means) [adv] 

 

SONGFUL FGLNOSU melodious [adj] 

SONGBIRD BDGINORS bird that utters musical call [n -S] 
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SONGBOOK BGKNOOOS book of songs [n -S] 

SONGFEST EFGNOSST informal gathering for group singing [n -S] 

SONGLESS EGLNOSSS incapable of singing [adj] 

SONGLIKE EGIKLNOS resembling song (musical composition written or adapted for singing) [adj] 

SONGSTER EGNORSST singer (one that sings (to utter with musical inflections of voice)) [n -S] 

 

SONANCE ACENNOS sound [n -S] 

SONANTS ANNOSST SONANT, sound uttered with vibration of vocal cords [n] 

SONATAS AANOSST SONATA, type of musical composition [n] 

SONDERS DENORSS SONDER, class of small yachts [n] 

SONNETS ENNOSST SONNET, to compose sonnet (type of poem) [v] 

SONOVOX NOOOSVX sound effects device [n -ES] 

SOUNDED DDENOSU SOUND, to make sound (something that stimulates auditory receptors) [v] 

SOUNDER DENORSU one that sounds (to make sound (something that stimulates auditory receptors)) [n -S] / SOUND, being in good health or condition [adj] 

SOUNDLY DLNOSUY in sound (being in good health or condition) manner [adv] 

SONICATE ACEINOST to disrupt with sound waves [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SONNETED DEENNOST SONNET, to compose sonnet (type of poem) [v] 

SONOBUOY BNOOOSUY buoy that detects and transmits underwater sounds [n -S] 

SONOGRAM AGMNOORS image produced by ultrasound [n -S] 

SONORANT ANNOORST type of voiced sound [n -S] 

SONORITY INOORSTY quality or state of being sonorous [n -TIES] 

SONOROUS NOOORSSU characterized by full and loud sound [adj] 

SOUNDBOX BDNOOSUX resonant cavity in musical instrument [n -ES] 

SOUNDEST DENOSSTU SOUND, being in good health or condition [adj] 

SOUNDING DGINNOSU sampling of opinions [n -S] / SOUND, to make sound (something that stimulates auditory receptors) [v] 

SOUNDMAN ADMNNOSU person who controls quality of sound being recorded [n -MEN] 

 

SOUREST EORSSTU SOUR, sharp or biting to taste [adj] 

SOURGUM GMORSUU softwood tree of eastern North America [n -S] 

SOURING GINORSU SOUR, to make or become sour [v] 

SOURISH HIORSSU somewhat sour [adj] 

SOURSOP OOPRSSU tropical tree [n -S] 

SOURBALL ABLLORSU sour candy [n -S] 

SOURNESS ENORSSSU quality or state of being sour [n -ES] 

SOURPUSS OPRSSSUU grouchy person [n -ES] 

SOURWOOD DOOORSUW flowering tree [n -S] 

 

SPACERS ACEPRSS SPACER, one that spaces (to set some distance apart) [n] 

SPACIAL AACILPS spatial (of or pertaining to space) [adj] 

SPACIER ACEIPRS SPACEY, weird in behavior [adj] / SPACY [adj] 

SPACING ACGINPS distance between any two objects [n -S] / SPACE, to set some distance apart [v] 

SPACELAB AABCELPS spacecraft equipped with laboratory [n -S] 

SPACEMAN AACEMNPS astronaut (person trained to travel in spacecraft) [n -MEN] 

SPACIEST ACEIPSST SPACEY, weird in behavior [adj] / SPACY [adj] 

SPACIOUS ACIOPSSU vast or ample in extent [adj] 

 

SPARKED ADEKPRS SPARK, to give off sparks (small fiery particles) [v] 
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SPARKER AEKPRRS something that sparks (to give off sparks (small fiery particles)) [n -S] 

SPARKLE AEKLPRS to give off or reflect flashes of light [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SPARKLY AKLPRSY tending to sparkle [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

SPARKIER AEIKPRRS SPARKY, lively (full of energy) [adj] 

SPARKILY AIKLPRSY in lively (full of energy) manner [adv] 

SPARKING AGIKNPRS SPARK, to give off sparks (small fiery particles) [v] 

SPARKISH AHIKPRSS jaunty (having lively and self-confident manner) [adj] 

SPARKLER AEKLPRRS something that sparkles (to give off or reflect flashes of light) [n -S] 

SPARKLET AEKLPRST small spark [n -S] 

 

SPEEDED DDEEEPS SPEED, to move swiftly [v] 

SPEEDER DEEEPRS one that speeds (to move swiftly) [n -S] 

SPEEDOS DEEOPSS SPEEDO, speedometer [n] 

SPEEDUP DEEPPSU acceleration of production without increase in pay [n -S] 

SPEEDIER DEEEIPRS SPEEDY, swift (moving with great rate of motion) [adj] 

SPEEDILY DEEILPSY in speedy (swift (moving with great rate of motion)) manner [adv] 

SPEEDING DEEGINPS act of driving faster than law allows [n -S] / SPEED, to move swiftly [v] 

SPEEDWAY ADEEPSWY road designed for rapid travel [n -S] 

 

SPILLED DEILLPS SPILL, to cause to run out of container [v] 

SPILLER EILLPRS one that spills (to cause to run out of container) [n -S] 

SPILTHS HILPSST SPILTH, spillage (something that is spilled) [n] 

SPILLAGE AEGILLPS something that is spilled [n -S] 

SPILLING GIILLNPS SPILL, to cause to run out of container [v] 

SPILLWAY AILLPSWY channel for surplus water in reservoir [n -S] 

 

SPONGED DEGNOPS SPONGE, to wipe with sponge (mass of absorbent material) [v] 

SPONGER EGNOPRS one that sponges (to wipe with sponge (mass of absorbent material)) [n -S] 

SPONGES EGNOPSS SPONGE, to wipe with sponge (mass of absorbent material) [v] 

SPONGIN GINNOPS fibrous material [n -S] 

SPONGIER EGINOPRS SPONGY, resembling sponge [adj] 

SPONGILY GILNOPSY in spongy (resembling sponge) manner [adv] 

SPONGING GGINNOPS SPONGE, to wipe with sponge (mass of absorbent material) [v] 

 

SPOOKED DEKOOPS SPOOK, to scare (to frighten (to make afraid)) [v] 

SPOOKERY EKOOPRSY something spooky [n -RIES] 

SPOOKIER EIKOOPRS SPOOKY, scary (frightening) [adj] 

SPOOKILY IKLOOPSY SPOOKY, scary (frightening) [adv] 

SPOOKING GIKNOOPS SPOOK, to scare (to frighten (to make afraid)) [v] 

SPOOKISH HIKOOPSS spooky (scary (frightening)) [adj] 

 

SPOONED DENOOPS SPOON, to take up with spoon (type of eating utensil) [v] 

SPOONER ENOOPRS one that behaves in amorous way [n -S] 

SPOONEY ENOOPSY spoony (spoony person) [n -S] / spoony (overly sentimental) [adj -NIER, -NIEST] 

SPOONFUL FLNOOPSU as much as spoon can hold [n -S, -NSFUL] 

SPOONIER EINOOPRS SPOONEY, spoony (overly sentimental) [adj] / SPOONY [adj] 

SPOONIES EINOOPSS SPOONY, spoony person [n] 
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SPOONILY ILNOOPSY SPOONY, overly sentimental [adv] 

SPOONING GINNOOPS SPOON, to take up with spoon (type of eating utensil) [v] 

 

SPORTED DEOPRST SPORT, to frolic (to play and run about merrily) [v] 

SPORTER EOPRRST one that sports (to frolic (to play and run about merrily)) [n -S] 

SPORTIF FIOPRST person who is active or interested in physical competitions [n -S] 

SPORTFUL FLOPRSTU sportive (playful (frolicsome)) [adj] 

SPORTIER EIOPRRST SPORTY, showy (making great or brilliant display) [adj] 

SPORTILY ILOPRSTY SPORTY, showy (making great or brilliant display) [adv] 

SPORTING GINOPRST SPORT, to frolic (to play and run about merrily) [v] 

SPORTIVE EIOPRSTV playful (frolicsome) [adj] 

 

SPOTLIT ILOPSTT SPOTLIGHT, to light with or as if with spotlight (projected spot of light used to illuminate brilliantly person, object, or group on stage) [v] 

SPOTTED DEOPSTT SPOT, to mark with spots (small, roundish discolorations) [v] 

SPOTTER EOPRSTT one that spots (to mark with spots (small, roundish discolorations)) [n -S] 

SPOTLESS ELOPSSST perfectly clean [adj] 

SPOTTIER EIOPRSTT SPOTTY, marked with spots [adj] 

SPOTTILY ILOPSTTY SPOTTY, marked with spots [adv] 

SPOTTING GINOPSTT practice of watching for examples of something [n -S] / SPOT, to mark with spots (small, roundish discolorations) [v] 

 

SQUARED ADEQRSU SQUARE, to make square [v] 

SQUARER AEQRRSU one that squares (to make square) [n -S] / SQUARE, having four equal sides and four right angles; rigidly conventional [adj] 

SQUARES AEQRSSU SQUARE, to make square [v] 

SQUARKS AKQRSSU SQUARK, hypothetical boson analogue of quark [n] 

SQUARELY AELQRSUY in straightforward and honest manner [adv] 

SQUAREST AEQRSSTU SQUARE, having four equal sides and four right angles; rigidly conventional [adj] 

SQUARING AGINQRSU SQUARE, to make square [v] 

SQUARISH AHIQRSSU somewhat square [adj] 

 

STANDBY ABDNSTY one that can be relied on [n -S] 

STANDEE ADEENST one who stands because of lack of seats [n -S] 

STANDER ADENRST one that stands (to assume or maintain upright position) [n -S] 

STANDUP ADNPSTU comic monologue by performer alone on stage [n -S] 

STANDING ADGINNST position or condition in society [n -S] / STAND, to assume or maintain upright position [v] 

STANDISH ADHINSST receptacle for pens and ink [n -ES] 

STANDOFF ADFFNOST tie or draw, as in game [n -S] 

STANDOUT ADNOSTTU one that shows marked superiority [n -S] 

STANDPAT AADNPSTT resisting or opposing change [adj] 

 

STARDOM ADMORST status of preeminent performer [n -S] 

STARLET AELRSTT small star [n -S] 

STARLIT AILRSTT lighted by stars [adj] 

STARRED ADERRST STAR, to shine as star (natural luminous body visible in sky) [v] 

STARDUST ADRSSTTU romantic quality [n -S] 

STARFISH AFHIRSST star-shaped marine animal [n -ES] 

STARGAZE AAEGRSTZ to gaze at stars [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

STARLESS AELRSSST having no stars [adj] 

STARLIKE AEIKLRST resembling star [adj] 
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STARNOSE AENORSST burrowing mammal [n -S] 

STARRIER AEIRRRST STARRY, abounding with stars [adj] 

STARRILY AILRRSTY STARRY, abounding with stars [adv] 

STARRING AGINRRST STAR, to shine as star (natural luminous body visible in sky) [v] 

STARSHIP AHIPRSST spaceship for interstellar travel [n -S] 

STARWORT AORRSTTW flowering plant [n -S] 

 

STATELY AELSTTY dignified [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

STATERS AERSSTT STATER, one that states (to set forth in words) [n] 

STATICE ACEISTT flowering plant [n -S] 

STATICS ACISSTT STATIC, random noise produced in radio or television receiver [n] 

STATING AGINSTT STATE, to set forth in words [v] 

STATINS AINSSTT STATIN, any of class of drugs that reduce serum cholesterol levels [n] 

STATION AINOSTT to assign to position [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

STATISM AIMSSTT theory of government [n -S] 

STATIST AISSTTT adherent of statism (theory of government) [n -S] 

STATIVE AEISTTV verb that expresses condition [n -S] 

STATORS AORSSTT STATOR, part of machine about which rotor revolves [n] 

STATUED ADESTTU STATUE, three-dimensional work of art [adj] 

STATUES AESSTTU STATUE, three-dimensional work of art [n] 

STATURE AERSTTU natural height of human or animal body [n -S] 

STATUSY ASSTTUY conferring prestige (distinction or reputation in eyes of people) [adj] 

STATUTE AESTTTU law enacted by legislative branch of government [n -S] 

STATABLE AABELSTT capable of being stated [adj] 

STATEDLY ADELSTTY regularly (in regular manner) [adv] 

STATELET AEELSTTT small state (political community) [n -S] 

STATICAL AACILSTT STATIC, random noise produced in radio or television receiver [adj] 

STATICKY ACIKSTTY marked by static [adj] 

STATUARY AARSTTUY group of statues [n -RIES] 

STATUSES AESSSTTU STATUS, relative position [n] 

 

STEAMED ADEEMST STEAM, to expose to steam (water in form of vapor) [v] 

STEAMER AEEMRST to travel by steamship [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

STEAMIE AEEIMST steamed hot dog [n -S] 

STEAMIER AEEIMRST STEAMY, marked by steam [adj] 

STEAMILY AEILMSTY STEAMY, marked by steam [adv] 

STEAMING AEGIMNST STEAM, to expose to steam (water in form of vapor) [v] 

 

STEMMED DEEMMST STEM, to remove stems (ascending axes of plant) from [v] 

STEMMER EEMMRST one that removes stems [n -S] 

STEMSON EMNOSST supporting timber of ship [n -S] 

STEMLESS EELMSSST having no stem [adj] 

STEMLIKE EEIKLMST resembling stem [adj] 

STEMMERY EEMMRSTY place where tobacco leaves are stripped [n -RIES] 

STEMMIER EEIMMRST STEMMY, abounding in stems [adj] 

STEMMING EGIMMNST STEM, to remove stems (ascending axes of plant) from [v] 

STEMWARE AEEMRSTW type of glassware [n -S] 
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STEPDAD ADDEPST stepfather [n -S] 

STEPMOM EMMOPST stepmother [n -S] 

STEPPED DEEPPST STEP, to move by lifting foot and setting it down in another place [v] 

STEPPER EEPPRST one that steps (to move by lifting foot and setting it down in another place) [n -S] 

STEPPES EEPPSST STEPPE, vast treeless plain [n] 

STEPSON ENOPSST son of one's spouse by former marriage [n -S] 

STEPDAME ADEEMPST stepmother [n -S] 

STEPLESS EELPSSST lacking steps (structures for passing from one level to next) [adj] 

STEPLIKE EEIKLPST resembling stair (rest for foot used in going from one level to another) [adj] 

STEPPING EGINPPST STEP, to move by lifting foot and setting it down in another place [v] 

STEPWISE EEIPSSTW marked by gradual progression [adj] 

 

STICKED CDEIKST STICK, to pierce with pointed object [v] 

STICKER CEIKRST to attach adhesive label to [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

STICKIE CEIIKST sticky (slip of notepaper having adhesive strip on back) [n -S] 

STICKIT CIIKSTT unsuccessful (not successful) [adj] 

STICKUM CIKMSTU substance that causes adhesion [n -S] 

STICKUP CIKPSTU robbery at gunpoint [n -S] 

STICKFUL CFIKLSTU amount of set type [n -S] 

STICKIER CEIIKRST STICKY, tending to adhere [adj] 

STICKILY CIIKLSTY in sticky (tending to adhere) manner [adv] 

STICKING CGIIKNST STICK, to pierce with pointed object [v] 

STICKLER CEIKLRST one that stickles (to argue stubbornly) [n -S] 

STICKMAN ACIKMNST one who supervises play at dice table [n -MEN] 

STICKOUT CIKOSTTU one that is conspicuous [n -S] 

STICKPIN CIIKNPST decorative tiepin [n -S] 

 

STIFFED DEFFIST STIFF, to cheat someone by not paying [v] 

STIFFEN EFFINST to make stiff [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

STIFFER EFFIRST STIFF, difficult to bend or stretch [adj] 

STIFFIE EFFIIST offensive word [n -S] 

STIFFLY FFILSTY in stiff (difficult to bend or stretch) manner [adv] 

STIFFEST EFFISSTT STIFF, difficult to bend or stretch [adj] 

STIFFING FFGIINST STIFF, to cheat someone by not paying [v] 

STIFFISH FFHIISST somewhat stiff [adj] 

 

STILLED DEILLST STILL, to make still [v] 

STILLER EILLRST STILL, free from sound or motion [adj] 

STILLAGE AEGILLST low platform on which to keep goods off floor [n -S] 

STILLEST EILLSSTT STILL, free from sound or motion [adj] 

STILLIER EIILLRST STILLY, still (free from sound or motion) [adj] 

STILLING GIILLNST STILL, to make still [v] 

STILLMAN AILLMNST one who operates distillery [n -MEN] 

 

STINKER EIKNRST one that stinks (to emit foul odor) [n -S] 

STINKARD ADIKNRST despicable person [n -S] 
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STINKBUG BGIKNSTU insect that emits foul odor [n -S] 

STINKIER EIIKNRST STINKY, emitting foul odor [adj] 

STINKING GIIKNNST STINK, to emit foul odor [v] 

STINKPOT IKNOPSTT jar containing foul-smelling combustibles formerly used in warfare [n -S] 

 

STOCKED CDEKOST STOCK, to keep for future sale or use [v] 

STOCKER CEKORST young animal suitable for being fattened for market [n -S] 

STOCKADE ACDEKOST to build type of protective fence around [v -D, -DING, -S] 

STOCKAGE ACEGKOST amount of supplies on hand [n -S] 

STOCKCAR ACCKORST boxcar for carrying livestock [n -S] 

STOCKIER CEIKORST STOCKY, having short, thick body [adj] 

STOCKILY CIKLOSTY in stocky (having short, thick body) manner [adv] 

STOCKING CGIKNOST knitted or woven covering for foot and leg [n -S] / STOCK, to keep for future sale or use [v] 

STOCKISH CHIKOSST stupid (mentally slow) [adj] 

STOCKIST CIKOSSTT one who stocks goods (something that is good) [n -S] 

STOCKMAN ACKMNOST one who owns or raises livestock [n -MEN] 

STOCKPOT CKOOPSTT pot in which broth is prepared [n -S] 

 

STOMACH ACHMOST to tolerate (to allow without active opposition) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

STOMATA AAMOSTT STOMA, minute opening in epidermis of plant organ [n] 

STOMATE AEMOSTT stoma (minute opening in epidermis of plant organ) [n -S] 

STOMACHY ACHMOSTY paunchy (having protruding belly) [adj] 

STOMATAL AALMOSTT pertaining to stoma (minute opening in epidermis of plant organ) [adj] 

STOMATIC ACIMOSTT pertaining to mouth [adj] 

STOMODEA ADEMOOST embryonic oral cavities [n STOMODEA] 

 

STONERS ENORSST STONER, one that stones (to pelt with stones (pieces of concreted earthy or mineral matter)) [n] 

STONIER EINORST STONY, abounding in stones [adj] / STONEY [adj] 

STONILY ILNOSTY in stony (abounding in stones) manner [adv] 

STONING GINNOST STONE, to pelt with stones (pieces of concreted earthy or mineral matter) [v] 

STONABLE ABELNOST STONE, to pelt with stones (pieces of concreted earthy or mineral matter) [adj] 

STONECUT CENOSTTU print made from image engraved on stone [n -S] 

STONEFLY EFLNOSTY winged insect [n -LIES] 

STONIEST EINOSSTT STONY, abounding in stones [adj] / STONEY [adj] 

 

STOPGAP AGOPPST temporary substitute [n -S] 

STOPOFF FFOOPST stopover (brief stop in course of journey) [n -S] 

STOPPED DEOPPST STOP, to discontinue progress or motion of [v] 

STOPPER EOPPRST to plug (to seal or close with plug (piece of material used to fill hole)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

STOPPLE ELOPPST to stopper (to plug (to seal or close with plug (piece of material used to fill hole))) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

STOPBAND ABDNOPST band of frequencies limited by filter [n -S] 

STOPBANK ABKNOPST embankment along river [n -S] 

STOPCOCK CCKOOPST type of faucet (device for controlling flow of liquid from pipe) [n -S] 

STOPOVER EOOPRSTV brief stop in course of journey [n -S] 

STOPPAGE AEGOPPST act of stopping (to discontinue progress or motion of) [n -S] 

STOPPING GINOPPST STOP, to discontinue progress or motion of [v] 

STOPWORD DOOPRSTW frequently used word that is not searchable by search engines [n -S] 
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STUBBED BBDESTU STUB, to strike accidentally against projecting object [v] 

STUBBLE BBELSTU short, rough growth of beard [n -S] 

STUBBLY BBLSTUY covered with stubble [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

STUBBIER BBEIRSTU STUBBY, short and thick [adj] 

STUBBIES BBEISSTU STUBBY, short squat bottle of beer [n] 

STUBBILY BBILSTUY STUBBY, short and thick [adv] 

STUBBING BBGINSTU STUB, to strike accidentally against projecting object [v] 

STUBBORN BBNORSTU unyielding (not yielding (to give up)) [adj -ER, -EST] 

 

STUDENT DENSTTU person formally engaged in learning [n -S] 

STUDIED DDEISTU STUDY, to apply mind to acquisition of knowledge [v] 

STUDIER DEIRSTU one that studies (to apply mind to acquisition of knowledge) [n -S] 

STUDIES DEISSTU STUDY, to apply mind to acquisition of knowledge [v] 

STUDIOS DIOSSTU STUDIO, artist's workroom [n] 

STUDIERS DEIRSSTU STUDIER, one that studies (to apply mind to acquisition of knowledge) [n] 

STUDIOUS DIOSSTUU given to study [adj] 

STUDYING DGINSTUY STUDY, to apply mind to acquisition of knowledge [v] 

 

STUMPED DEMPSTU STUMP, to baffle (to confuse (to mix up mentally)) [v] 

STUMPER EMPRSTU baffling question [n -S] 

STUMPAGE AEGMPSTU uncut marketable timber [n -S] 

STUMPIER EIMPRSTU STUMPY, short and thick [adj] 

STUMPILY ILMPSTUY STUMPY, short and thick [adv] 

STUMPING GIMNPSTU STUMP, to baffle (to confuse (to mix up mentally)) [v] 

 

STYLING GILNSTY STYLE, to name (to give title to) [v] / way in which something is styled [n -S]  

STYLISE EILSSTY to stylize (to make conventional) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

STYLISH HILSSTY fashionable [adj] 

STYLIST ILSSTTY one who is master of literary or rhetorical style [n -S] 

STYLITE EILSTTY early Christian ascetic [n -S] 

STYLIZE EILSTYZ to make conventional [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

STYLISER EILRSSTY one that stylises (to stylize (to make conventional)) [n -S] 

STYLIZER EILRSTYZ one that stylizes (to make conventional) [n -S] 

 

SUITERS EIRSSTU SUITER, suitcase holding specified number of suits (sets of garments) [n] 

SUITING GIINSTU fabric for making suits [n -S] / SUIT, to be appropriate to [v] 

SUITORS IORSSTU SUITOR, one that is courting woman [n] 

SUITABLE ABEILSTU appropriate [adj] 

SUITABLY ABILSTUY SUITABLE, appropriate [adv] 

SUITCASE ACEISSTU flat, rectangular piece of luggage [n -S] 

SUITLIKE EIIKLSTU resembling suit (set of garments) [adj] 

 

SULFATE AEFLSTU to treat with sulfuric acid [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SULFIDE DEFILSU sulfur compound [n -S] 

SULFIDS DFILSSU SULFID, sulfide (sulfur compound) [n] 

SULFITE EFILSTU chemical salt [n -S] 
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SULFONE EFLNOSU sulfur compound [n -S] 

SULFURS FLRSSUU SULFUR, to treat with sulfur (nonmetallic element) [v] 

SULFURY FLRSUUY resembling sulfur [adj] 

SULPHAS AHLPSSU SULPHA, sulfa (bacteria-inhibiting drug) [n] 

SULPHID DHILPSU sulfide (sulfur compound) [n -S] 

SULPHUR HLPRSUU to sulfur (to treat with sulfur (nonmetallic element)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SULFINYL FILLNSUY bivalent radical [n -S] 

SULFITIC CFIILSTU SULFITE, chemical salt [adj] 

SULFONIC CFILNOSU containing certain univalent radical [adj] 

SULFONYL FLLNOSUY bivalent radical [n -S] 

SULFURED DEFLRSUU SULFUR, to treat with sulfur (nonmetallic element) [v] 

SULFURET EFLRSTUU to treat with sulfur [v -ED, -TTED, -ING, -TTING, -S] 

SULFURIC CFILRSUU pertaining to sulfur [adj] 

SULFURYL FLLRSUUY sulfonyl (bivalent radical) [n -S] 

SULPHATE AEHLPSTU to sulfate (to treat with sulfuric acid) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SULPHIDE DEHILPSU sulfide (sulfur compound) [n -S] 

SULPHITE EHILPSTU sulfite (chemical salt) [n -S] 

SULPHONE EHLNOPSU sulfone (sulfur compound) [n -S] 

SULPHURY HLPRSUUY sulfury (resembling sulfur) [adj] 

 

SWEATED ADEESTW SWEAT, to perspire (to give off moisture through pores of skin) [v] 

SWEATER AEERSTW knitted outer garment [n -S]  

SWEATBOX ABEOSTWX small enclosure in which one is made to sweat [n -ES] 

SWEATIER AEEIRSTW SWEATY, covered with perspiration [adj] 

SWEATILY AEILSTWY SWEATY, covered with perspiration [adv] 

SWEATING AEGINSTW SWEAT, to perspire (to give off moisture through pores of skin) [v] 

 

SWEETEN EEENSTW to make sweet [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SWEETER EEERSTW SWEET, pleasing to taste [adj] 

SWEETIE EEEISTW darling (much-loved person) [n -S] 

SWEETLY EELSTWY in sweet (pleasing to taste) manner [adv] 

SWEETEST EEESSTTW SWEET, pleasing to taste [adj] 

SWEETING EEGINSTW sweet apple [n -S] 

SWEETISH EEHISSTW somewhat sweet [adj] 

SWEETLIP EEILPSTW fish having protruding mouth [n -S] 

SWEETSOP EEOPSSTW tropical tree [n -S] 

 

SWIMMER EIMMRSW one that swims (to propel oneself in water by natural means) [n -S] 

SWIMMIER EIIMMRSW SWIMMY, dizzy (having sensation of whirling) [adj] 

SWIMMILY IILMMSWY SWIMMY, dizzy (having sensation of whirling) [adv] 

SWIMMING GIIMMNSW act of one that swims [n -S] / SWIM, to propel oneself in water by natural means [v] 

SWIMSUIT IIMSSTUW bathing suit [n -S] 

SWIMWEAR AEIMRSWW clothing suitable for swimming [n SWIMWEAR] 

 

SWINGBY BGINSWY mission in which spacecraft uses planet's gravitational pull for making course changes [n -S] 

SWINGED DEGINSW SWINGE, to flog (to beat with whip or rod) [v] 

SWINGER EGINRSW one that swings (to move freely back and forth) [n -S] 
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SWINGES EGINSSW SWINGE, to flog (to beat with whip or rod) [v] 

SWINGLE EGILNSW to scutch (to separate woody fiber from by beating) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SWINGBYS BGINSSWY SWINGBY, mission in which spacecraft uses planet's gravitational pull for making course changes [n] 

SWINGIER EGIINRSW SWINGY, marked by swinging [adj] 

SWINGING GGIINNSW practice of swapping sex partners [n -S] / SWING, to move freely back and forth [v] 

SWINGMAN AGIMNNSW basketball player who can play guard or forward [n -MEN] 

 

 

Word Families That Come From the Same Root (7s then 8s)  

T 

TABLEAU AABELTU picture [n -S, -X] 

TABLETS ABELSTT TABLET, to inscribe on small, flat surface [v] 

TABLING ABGILNT setting of data or information in tables (columns) [n -S] / TABLE, to place on table (piece of furniture having flat upper surface) [v] 

TABLOID ABDILOT small newspaper [n -AS 

TABLEFUL ABEFLLTU as much as table can hold [n -S, -SFUL] 

TABLETED ABDEELTT TABLET, to inscribe on small, flat surface [v] 

TABLETOP ABELOPTT top of table [n -S] 

 

TABORED ABDEORT TABOR, to beat on small drum [v] 

TABORER ABEORRT one that tabors (to beat on small drum) [n -S] 

TABORET ABEORTT small drum [n -S] 

TABORIN ABINORT taborine (taboret (small drum)) [n -S] 

TABOURS ABORSTU TABOUR, to tabor (to beat on small drum) [v] 

TABORINE ABEINORT taboret (small drum) [n -S] 

TABORING ABGINORT TABOR, to beat on small drum [v] 

TABOURED ABDEORTU TABOUR, to tabor (to beat on small drum) [v] 

TABOURER ABEORRTU taborer (one that tabors (to beat on small drum)) [n -S] 

TABOURET ABEORTTU taboret (small drum) [n -S] 

 

TACHISM ACHIMST action painting [n -S] 

TACHIST ACHISTT action painter [n -S] 

TACHYON ACHNOTY theoretical subatomic particle [n -S] 

TACHINID ACDHIINT grayish fly [n -S] 

TACHISME ACEHIMST tachism (action painting) [n -S] 

TACHISTE ACEHISTT tachist (action painter) [n -S] 

 

TAILERS AEILRST TAILER, one that secretly follows another [n] 

TAILFAN AAFILNT fanlike swimming organ at rear of some crustaceans [n -S] 

TAILFIN AFIILNT fin at posterior end of fish [n -S] 

TAILING AGIILNT part of projecting stone or brick that is inserted into wall [n -S] / TAIL, to provide with tail (hindmost part) [v] 

TAILBACK AABCIKLT member of backfield in some football formations [n -S] 

TAILBONE ABEILNOT coccyx (bone of spine) [n -S] 

TAILCOAT AACILOTT man's coat [n -S] 

TAILGATE AAEGILTT to drive dangerously close behind another vehicle [v -D, -TING, -S] 

TAILHOOK AHIKLOOT hook lowered from tail of aircraft to engage braking cable [n -S] 

TAILLAMP AAILLMPT light at rear of vehicle [n -S] 

TAILLESS AEILLSST having no tail [adj] 
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TAILLIKE AEIIKLLT resembling tail [adj] 

TAILPIPE AEIILPPT exhaust pipe [n -S] 

TAILRACE AACEILRT part of millrace [n -S] 

TAILSKID ADIIKLST support on which tail of airplane rests [n -S] 

TAILSPIN AIILNPST to spin headlong down toward earth [v -PUN, –NNED, -NNING, -S] 

TAILWIND ADIILNTW wind coming from behind moving vehicle [n -S] 

 

TAKABLE AABEKLT TAKE, to get possession of [adj] 

TAKEOFF AEFFKOT act of rising in flight [n -S] 

TAKEOUT AEKOTTU act of removing (to take or move away) [n -S] 

TAKEUPS AEKPSTU TAKEUP, act of taking something up [n] 

TAKINGS AGIKNST TAKING, seizure (act of seizing (to take hold of suddenly and forcibly)) [n] 

TAKEABLE AABEEKLT TAKE, to get possession of [adj] 

TAKEAWAY AAAEKTWY prepared food to be taken away from its place of sale [n -S] 

TAKEDOWN ADEKNOTW article that can be taken apart easily [n -S] 

TAKEOVER AEEKORTV act of assuming control [n -S] 

TAKINGLY AGIKLNTY in attractive manner [adv] 

 

TALKERS AEKLRST TALKER, one that talks (to communicate by speaking) [n] 

TALKIER AEIKLRT TALKY, tending to talk great deal [adj] 

TALKIES AEIKLST TALKIE, moving picture with synchronized sound [n] 

TALKING AGIKLNT conversation [n -S] / TALK, to communicate by speaking [v] 

TALKABLE AABEKLLT able to be talked about [adj] 

TALKBACK AABCKKLT one-way communications link between control booth and recording studio [n -S] 

TALKFEST AEFKLSTT gabfest (informal gathering for general talk) [n -S] 

TALKIEST AEIKLSTT TALKY, tending to talk great deal [adj] 

 

TANKAGE AAEGKNT capacity of tank [n -S] 

TANKARD AADKNRT tall drinking vessel [n -S] 

TANKERS AEKNRST TANKER, ship designed to transport liquids [n] 

TANKFUL AFKLNTU amount tank can hold [n -S] 

TANKING AGIKNNT TANK, to store in tank (container usually for liquids) [v] 

TANKINI AIIKNNT woman's swimsuit consisting of bikini briefs and tank top [n -S] 

TANKINIS AIIKNNST TANKINI, woman's swimsuit consisting of bikini briefs and tank top [n] 

TANKLESS AEKLNSST having no tank [adj] 

TANKLIKE AEIKKLNT resembling tank [adj] 

TANKSHIP AHIKNPST tanker (ship designed to transport liquids) [n -S] 

 

TASTERS AERSSTT TASTER, one that tastes (to perceive flavor of by taking into mouth) [n] 

TASTIER AEIRSTT TASTY, pleasant to taste [adj] 

TASTILY AILSTTY TASTY, pleasant to taste [adv] 

TASTING AGINSTT gathering for sampling wines or foods [n -S] / TASTE, to perceive flavor of by taking into mouth [v] 

TASTABLE AABELSTT TASTE, to perceive flavor of by taking into mouth [adj] 

TASTEFUL AEFLSTTU tasty (pleasant to taste) [adj] 

TASTIEST AEISSTTT TASTY, pleasant to taste [adj] 

TASTINGS AGINSSTT TASTING, gathering for sampling wines or foods [n] 
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TAXABLE AABELTX subject to tax [adj] / taxable item [n -S] 

TAXABLY AABLTXY TAXABLE, subject to tax [adv] 

TAXICAB AABCITX automobile for hire [n -S] 

TAXIING AGIINTX TAXI, to travel in taxicab [v] 

TAXIMAN AAIMNTX operator of taxicab [n -S] 

TAXIWAY AAITWXY paved strip at airport [n -S] 

TAXLESS AELSSTX free from taxation [adj] 

TAXPAID AADIPTX paid for by taxes [adj] 

TAXWISE AEISTWX pertaining to taxes [adj] 

TAXYING AGINTXY TAXI, to travel in taxicab [v] 

TAXATION AAINOTTX process of taxing [n -S] 

TAXINGLY AGILNTXY in onerous (burdensome or oppressive) manner [adv] 

TAXPAYER AAEPRTXY one that pays taxes [n -S] 

 

TEABOWL ABELOTW teacup having no handle [n -S] 

TEACAKE AACEEKT small cake served with tea [n -S] 

TEACART AACERTT wheeled table used in serving tea [n -S] 

TEACUPS ACEPSTU TEACUP, cup in which tea is served [n] 

TEALIKE AEEIKLT resembling tea (beverage made by infusing dried leaves in boiling water) [adj] 

TEAPOTS AEOPSTT TEAPOT, vessel used in making and serving tea [n] 

TEAPOYS AEOPSTY TEAPOY, small table used in serving tea [n] 

TEAROOM AEMOORT restaurant serving tea [n -S] 

TEASHOP AEHOPST tearoom (restaurant serving tea) [n -S] 

TEATIME AEEIMTT customary time for tea [n -S] 

TEAWARE AAEERTW tea service [n -S] 

TEABERRY ABEERRTY North American shrub [n -RIES] 

TEABOARD AABDEORT tray for serving tea [n -S] 

TEABOXES ABEEOSTX TEABOX, box for tea leaves [n] 

TEAHOUSE AEEHOSTU public establishment serving tea [n -S] 

TEAMAKER AAEEKMRT one that makes tea [n -S] 

TEASPOON AENOOPST small spoon [n -S]  

 

TEARFUL AEFLRTU full of tears [adj] 

TEARGAS AAEGRST to subject to gas that irritates eyes [v -SSED, -SSING, -ES, -SSES] 

TEARIER AEEIRRT TEARY, tearful (full of tears) [adj] 

TEARILY AEILRTY in teary (tearful (full of tears)) manner [adv] 

TEARING AEGINRT TEAR, to emit tears (drops of saline liquid secreted by gland of eye) [v] 

TEARABLE AABEELRT TEAR, to emit tears (drops of saline liquid secreted by gland of eye) [adj] 

TEARDROP ADEOPRRT tear [n -S] 

TEARIEST AEEIRSTT TEARY, tearful (full of tears) [adj] 

TEARLESS AEELRSST being without tears [adj] 

TEARLIKE AEEIKLRT resembling tear [adj] 

 

TETRADS ADERSTT TETRAD, group of four [n] 

TETRODE DEEORTT type of electron tube [n -S] 

TETROSE EEORSTT sugar whose molecules contain four carbon atoms [n -S] 

TETRYLS ELRSTTY TETRYL, chemical compound [n] 
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TETRACID ACDEIRTT type of acid (type of chemical compound) [n -S] 

TETRADIC ACDEIRTT TETRAD, group of four [adj] 

TETRAGON AEGNORTT four-sided polygon [n -S] 

TETRAMER AEEMRRTT type of polymer (complex chemical compound) [n -S] 

TETRAPOD ADEOPRTT four-footed animal [n -S] 

TETRARCH ACEHRRTT one of four joint rulers [n -S] 

TETROXID DEIORTTX type of oxide (binary compound of oxygen with another element or radical) [n -S] 

 

TEXTERS EERSTTX TEXTER, one that texts (to send message from one cell phone to another) [n] 

TEXTILE EEILTTX woven fabric [n -S] 

TEXTING EGINTTX TEXT, to send message from one cell phone to another [v] 

TEXTUAL AELTTUX pertaining to text [adj] 

TEXTURE EERTTUX to make by weaving [v -D, -RING, -S] 

TEXTBOOK BEKOOTTX book used in study of subject [n -S] 

TEXTLESS EELSSTTX having no text [adj] 

TEXTUARY AERTTUXY specialist in study of Scriptures [n -RIES] 

TEXTURAL AELRTTUX pertaining to surface characteristics of something [adj] 

 

THEISMS EHIMSST THEISM, belief in existence of god [n] 

THEISTS EHISSTT THEIST, one who believes in existence of god [n] 

THEOLOG EGHLOOT student of theology [n -S] 

THEOCRAT ACEHORTT person who rules as representative of god [n -S] 

THEODICY CDEHIOTY defense of God's goodness in respect to existence of evil [n -CIES] 

THEOGONY EGHNOOTY account of origin of gods [n -NIES] 

THEOLOGY EGHLOOTY study of religion [n -GIES] 

THEONOMY EHMNOOTY rule by god [n -MIES] 

 

THICKEN CEHIKNT to make thick [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

THICKER CEHIKRT THICK, having relatively great extent from one surface to its opposite [adj] 

THICKET CEHIKTT dense growth of shrubs or small trees [n -S] 

THICKLY CHIKLTY in thick (having relatively great extent from one surface to its opposite) manner [adv] 

THICKEST CEHIKSTT THICK, having relatively great extent from one surface to its opposite [adj] 

THICKISH CHHIIKST somewhat thick [adj] 

THICKSET CEHIKSTT thicket (dense growth of shrubs or small trees) [n -S] 

 

THINNED DEHINNT THIN, to make thin [v] 

THINNER EHINNRT one that thins (to make thin) [n -S] / THIN, having relatively little density or thickness [adj] 

THINNESS EHINNSST quality or state of being thin [n -ES] 

THINNEST EHINNSTT THIN, having relatively little density or thickness [adj] 

THINNING GHIINNNT act of thinning [n -S] / THIN, to make thin [v] 

THINNISH HHIINNST somewhat thin [adj] 

 

THIOLIC CHIILOT THIOL, sulfur compound [adj] 

THIONIC CHIINOT pertaining to sulfur [adj] 

THIONIN HIINNOT violet dye [n -S] 

THIONYL HILNOTY sulfinyl (bivalent radical) [n -S] 

THIONATE AEHINOTT chemical salt [n -S] 
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THIONINE EHIINNOT thionin (violet dye) [n -S] 

THIOPHEN EHHINOPT chemical compound [n -S] 

THIOTEPA AEHIOPTT chemical compound [n -S] 

THIOUREA AEHIORTU chemical compound [n -S] 

 

TIDALLY ADILLTY TIDAL, pertaining to tides [adv] 

TIDERIP DEIIPRT riptide (tide that opposes other tides) [n -S] 

TIDEWAY ADEITWY tidal channel [n -S] 

TIDELAND ADDEILNT land alternately covered and uncovered by tide [n -S] 

TIDELESS DEEILSST lacking tide [adj] 

TIDELIKE DEEIIKLT resembling tide [adj] 

TIDELINE DEEIILNT line on shore marking highest point of tide [n -S] 

TIDEMARK ADEIKMRT mark showing highest or lowest point of tide [n -S] 

 

TIMEOUS EIMOSTU timely (occurring at right moment) [adj] 

TIMEOUT EIMOTTU brief suspension of activity [n -S] 

TIMECARD ACDEIMRT card for recording employee's times of arrival and departure [n -S] 

TIMELESS EEILMSST having no beginning or end [adj] 

TIMELIER EEIILMRT TIMELY, occurring at right moment [adj] 

TIMELINE EEIILMNT schedule of events [n -S] 

TIMEWORK EIKMORTW work paid for by hour or by day [n -S] 

TIMEWORN EIMNORTW showing effects of long use or wear [adj] 

 

TINFOIL FIILNOT thin metal sheeting [n -S] 

TINFULS FILNSTU TINFUL, as much as tin container can hold [n] 

TINHORN HINNORT showily pretentious person [n -S] 

TINLIKE EIIKLNT resembling tin [adj] 

TINNERS EINNRST TINNER, tin miner [n] 

TINNIER EIINNRT TINNY, of or resembling tin [adj] 

TINNILY IILNNTY in tinny (of or resembling tin) manner [adv] 

TINNING GIINNNT TIN, to coat with tin (metallic element) [v] 

TINTYPE EINPTTY kind of photograph [n -S] 

TINWARE AEINRTW articles made of tinplate [n -S] 

TINWORK IKNORTW something made of tin [n -S] 

TINNIEST EIINNSTT TINNY, of or resembling tin [adj] 

TINPLATE AEILNPTT to coat object with tin [v -D, -TING, -S] 

TINSMITH HIIMNSTT one who works with tin [n -S] 

TINSNIPS IINNPSST tool for cutting sheet metal [n TINSNIPS] 

TINSTONE EINNOSTT tin ore [n -S] 

 

TIPCART ACIPRTT type of cart [n -S] 

TIPCATS ACIPSTT TIPCAT, game resembling baseball [n] 

TIPLESS EILPSST having no point or extremity [adj] 

TIPOFFS FFIOPST TIPOFF, hint or warning [n] 

TIPPERS EIPPRST TIPPER, one that tips (to tilt (to cause to slant)) [n] 

TIPPETS EIPPSTT TIPPET, covering for shoulders [n] 

TIPPIER EIIPPRT TIPPY, unsteady (firm in position) [adj] 
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TIPPING GIINPPT TIP, to tilt (to cause to slant) [v] 

TIPPLED DEILPPT TIPPLE, to drink alcoholic beverages [v] 

TIPPLER EILPPRT one that tipples (to drink alcoholic beverages) [n -S] 

TIPPLES EILPPST TIPPLE, to drink alcoholic beverages [v] 

TIPSIER EIIPRST TIPSY, slightly drunk [adj] 

TIPSILY IILPSTY in tipsy (slightly drunk) manner [adv] 

TIPSTER EIPRSTT one that sells information to gamblers [n -S] 

TIPTOED DEIOPTT TIPTOE, to walk on tips of one's toes [v] 

TIPTOES EIOPSTT TIPTOE, to walk on tips of one's toes [v] 

TIPTOPS IOPPSTT TIPTOP, highest point [n] 

TIPPABLE ABEILPPT capable of being tipped [adj] 

TIPPIEST EIIPPSTT TIPPY, unsteady (firm in position) [adj] 

TIPPLING GIILNPPT TIPPLE, to drink alcoholic beverages [v] 

TIPPYTOE EIOPPTTY to tiptoe (to walk on tips of one's toes) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TIPSHEET EEHIPSTT publication with tips for betting on races or investing in stocks [n -S] 

TIPSIEST EIIPSSTT TIPSY, slightly drunk [adj] 

TIPSTAFF AFFIPSTT attendant in court of law [n -S, -AVES] 

TIPSTOCK CIKOPSTT part of gun [n -S] 

 

TOADIED ADDEIOT TOADY, to engage in servile flattering [v] 

TOADIES ADEIOST TOADY, to engage in servile flattering [v] 

TOADISH ADHIOST resembling toad (tailless, jumping amphibian) [adj] 

TOADLET ADELOTT small toad [n -S] 

TOADFISH ADFHIOST marine fish [n -ES] 

TOADFLAX AADFLOTX perennial herb [n -ES] 

TOADLESS ADELOSST having no toads [adj] 

TOADLIKE ADEIKLOT resembling toad (tailless, jumping amphibian) [adj] 

TOADYING ADGINOTY TOADY, to engage in servile flattering [v] 

TOADYISH ADHIOSTY characteristic of one that toadies [adj] 

TOADYISM ADIMOSTY toadyish behavior [n -S] 

 

TOECLIP CEILOPT device that holds front of cyclist's shoe to pedal [n -S] 

TOEHOLD DEHLOOT space that supports toes in climbing [n -S] 

TOELESS EELOSST having no toes [adj] 

TOELIKE EEIKLOT resembling toe [adj] 

TOENAIL AEILNOT to fasten with obliquely driven nails [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TOERAGS AEGORST TOERAG, contemptible person [n] 

TOESHOE EEHOOST dance slipper without heel [n -S] 

TOEPIECE CEEEIOPT piece of shoe designed to cover toes [n -S] 

TOEPLATE AEELOPTT metal tab attached to tip of shoe [n -S] 

 

TOLLAGE AEGLLOT toll [n -S] 

TOLLBAR ABLLORT tollgate [n -S] 

TOLLERS ELLORST TOLLER, collector of tolls [n] 

TOLLING GILLNOT collecting of tolls [n -S] / TOLL, to collect or impose toll (fixed charge for service or privilege) [v] 

TOLLMAN ALLMNOT toller (collector of tolls) [n -MEN] 

TOLLWAY ALLOTWY road on which tolls are collected [n -S] 
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TOLLGATE AEGLLOTT to block business deal pending payment of bribe [v -D, -TING, -S] 

 

TONALLY ALLNOTY TONAL, pertaining to tone [adv] 

TONEARM AEMNORT pivoted part of record player that holds needle [n -S] 

TONEMES EEMNOST TONEME, tonal unit of speech [n] 

TONEMIC CEIMNOT TONEME, tonal unit of speech [adj] 

TONETIC CEINOTT TONETICS, phonetic study of tone in language [adj] 

TONETTE EENOTTT simple flute [n -S] 

TONALITY AILNOTTY system of tones [n -TIES] 

TONELESS EELNOSST lacking in tone [adj] 

TONETICS CEINOSTT phonetic study of tone in language [n -S] 

TONICITY CIINOTTY normal, healthy bodily condition [n -TIES] 

TONIFIED DEFIINOT TONIFY, to give tone to [v] 

TONIFIES EFIINOST TONIFY, to give tone to [v] 

 

TOOLBAR ABLOORT row of icons on computer screen that activate functions [n -S] 

TOOLBOX BLOOOTX box for tools [n -ES] 

TOOLERS ELOORST TOOLER, one that tools (to form or finish with tool (implement used in manual work)) [n] 

TOOLING GILNOOT ornamentation done with tools [n -S] / TOOL, to form or finish with tool (implement used in manual work) [v] 

TOOLSET ELOOSTT set of tools [n -S] 

TOOLHEAD ADEHLOOT part of machine [n -S] 

TOOLLESS ELLOOSST having no tools [adj] 

TOOLPUSH HLOOPSTU worker who directs drilling on oil rig [n -ES] 

TOOLROOM LMOOOORT room where tools are stored [n -S] 

TOOLSHED DEHLOOST building where tools are stored [n -S] 

 

TOPCOAT ACOOPTT lightweight overcoat [n -S] 

TOPFULL FLLOPTU full to top [adj] 

TOPKICK CIKKOPT first sergeant [n -S] 

TOPKNOT KNOOPTT ornament for hair [n -S] 

TOPLESS ELOPSST having no top [adj] 

TOPLINE EILNOPT outline of top of animal's body [n -S] 

TOPMAST AMOPSTT mast of ship [n -S] 

TOPMOST MOOPSTT highest (reaching far upward) [adj] 

TOPPERS EOPPRST TOPPER, one that tops (to cut off top (highest part, point, or surface) of) [n] 

TOPPING GINOPPT something that forms top [n -S] / TOP, to cut off top (highest part, point, or surface) of [v] 

TOPPLED DELOPPT TOPPLE, to fall forward [v] 

TOPPLES ELOPPST TOPPLE, to fall forward [v] 

TOPSAIL AILOPST sail of ship [n -S] 

TOPSIDE DEIOPST upper portion of ship [n -S] 

TOPSOIL ILOOPST to remove surface layer of soil from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TOPSPIN INOPPST forward spin imparted to ball [n -S] 

TOPWORK KOOPRTW to graft scions of another variety of plant on main branches of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TOPCROSS COOPRSST cross between purebred male and inferior female stock [n -ES] 

TOPLOFTY FLOOPTTY haughty (arrogant (overly convinced of one’s worth or importance)) [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

TOPNOTCH CHNOOPTT excellent [adj] 

TOPPLING GILNOPPT TOPPLE, to fall forward [v] 
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TOPSIDER DEIOPRST one who is at highest level of authority [n -S] 

TOPSTONE ENOOPSTT stone at top of structure [n -S] 

TOPWATER AEOPRTTW floating on or near top of water [adj] 

 

TOTALED ADELOTT TOTAL, to ascertain entire amount of [v] 

TOTALLY ALLOTTY completely (in complete (having all necessary parts) manner) [adv] 

TOTALING AGILNOTT TOTAL, to ascertain entire amount of [v] 

TOTALISE AEILOSTT to totalize (to make complete) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

TOTALISM AILMOSTT centralized control by autocratic authority [n -S] 

TOTALIST AILOSTTT one who tends to regard things as unified whole [n -S] 

TOTALITY AILOTTTY quality or state of being complete [n -TIES] 

TOTALIZE AEILOTTZ to make complete [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

TOTALLED ADELLOTT TOTAL, to ascertain entire amount of [v] 

 

TOUCHED CDEHOTU TOUCH, to be in or come into contact with [v] 

TOUCHER CEHORTU one that touches (to be in or come into contact with) [n -S] 

TOUCHES CEHOSTU TOUCH, to be in or come into contact with [v] 

TOUCHUP CHOPTUU act of finishing by adding minor improvements [n -S] 

TOUCHIER CEHIORTU TOUCHY, overly sensitive [adj] 

TOUCHILY CHILOTUY TOUCHY, overly sensitive [adv] 

TOUCHING CGHINOTU TOUCH, to be in or come into contact with [v] 

TOUCHPAD ACDHOPTU keypad sensitized to finger movement or pressure [n -S] 

 

TOURERS EORRSTU TOURER, large, open automobile [n] 

TOURING GINORTU cross-country skiing for pleasure [n -S] / TOUR, to travel from place to place [v]  

TOURISM IMORSTU practice of touring for pleasure [n -S] 

TOURIST IORSTTU one who tours for pleasure [n -S] 

TOURNEY ENORTUY to compete in tournament [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TURISTA AIRSTTU intestinal sickness affecting tourist in foreign country [n -S] 

TOURISTA AIORSTTU turista (intestinal sickness affecting tourist in foreign country) [n -S] 

 

TOWABLE ABELOTW TOW, to pull by means of rope or chain [adj] 

TOWAGES AEGOSTW TOWAGE, price paid for towing [n] 

TOWAWAY AAOTWWY act of towing away vehicle [n -S] 

TOWBOAT ABOOTTW tugboat (boat built for towing) [n -S] 

TOWLINE EILNOTW line used in towing [n -S] 

TOWPATH AHOPTTW path along river that is used by animals towing boats [n -S] 

TOWROPE EOOPRTW rope used in towing [n -S] 

TOWPLANE AELNOPTW airplane that tows gliders [n -S] 

 

TOWNEES EENOSTW TOWNEE, townsman (resident of town) [n] 

TOWNIES EINOSTW TOWNIE, nonstudent who lives in college town [n] / TOWNY [n] 

TOWNISH HINOSTW characteristic of town [adj] 

TOWNLET ELNOTTW small town [n -S] 

TOWNFOLK FKLNOOTW inhabitants of town [n TOWNFOLK] 

TOWNHOME EHMNOOTW one of series of contiguous houses of two or three stories [n -S] 

TOWNLESS ELNOSSTW having no towns [adj] 
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TOWNSHIP HINOPSTW administrative division of county [n -S] 

TOWNSITE EINOSTTW site of town [n -S] 

TOWNSMAN AMNNOSTW resident of town [n -MEN] 

TOWNWARD ADNORTWW toward town [adv] 

TOWNWEAR AENORTWW apparel that is suitable for wear in city [n TOWNWEAR] 

 

TRACKED ACDEKRT TRACK, to follow marks left by animal, person, or vehicle [v] 

TRACKER ACEKRRT one that tracks (to follow marks left by animal, person, or vehicle) [n -S] 

TRACKAGE AACEGKRT track system of railroad [n -S] 

TRACKBED ABCDEKRT roadbed for railroad [n -S] 

TRACKING ACGIKNRT placement of students within curriculum [n -S] / TRACK, to follow marks left by animal, person, or vehicle [v] 

TRACKMAN AACKMNRT railroad worker [n -MEN] 

TRACKPAD AACDKPRT touchpad (keypad sensitized to finger movement or pressure) [n -S] 

TRACKWAY AACKRTWY trodden path [n -S] 

 

TRANSIT AINRSTT to pass across or through [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TRANSOM AMNORST small window above door or another window [n -S] 

TRANSACT AACNRSTT to carry out [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TRANSECT ACENRSTT to cut across [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TRANSEPT AENPRSTT major transverse part of body of church [n -S] 

TRANSFER AEFNRRST to convey from one source to another [v -RRED, -RRING, -S] 

TRANSFIX AFINRSTX to impale (to pierce with pointed object) [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

TRANSHIP AHINPRST to transfer from one conveyance to another [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

TRANSMIT AIMNRSTT to send from one place or person to another [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

TRANSUDE ADENRSTU to pass through membrane [v -D, -DING, -S] 

 

TRAPPED ADEPPRT TRAP, to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals) [v] 

TRAPPER AEPPRRT one that traps (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals)) [n -S] 

TRAPBALL AABLLPRT type of ball game [n -S] 

TRAPDOOR ADOOPRRT lifting or sliding door covering opening [n -S] 

TRAPLIKE AEIKLPRT resembling trap [adj] 

TRAPLINE AEILNPRT series of traps [n -S] 

TRAPNEST AENPRSTT to determine productivity of hens with type of nest [v -ED, -ING, -S 

TRAPPING AGINPPRT covering for horse [n -S] / TRAP, to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals) [v] 

 

TRASHED ADEHRST TRASH, to free from trash (worthless or waste matter) [v] 

TRASHER AEHRRST one that destroys or damages [n -S] 

TRASHES AEHRSST TRASH, to free from trash (worthless or waste matter) [v] 

TRASHIER AEHIRRST TRASHY, resembling trash [adj] 

TRASHILY AHILRSTY TRASHY, resembling trash [adv] 

TRASHING AGHINRST TRASH, to free from trash (worthless or waste matter) [v] 

TRASHMAN AAHMNRST person who removes trash [n -MEN] 

 

TREEING EEGINRT TREE, to drive up tree (tall, woody plant) [v] 

TREETOP EEOPRTT top of tree [n -S] 

TREELAWN AEELNRTW strip of lawn between street and sidewalk [n -S] 

TREELESS EEELRSST having no tree [adj] 

TREELIKE EEEIKLRT resembling tree [adj] 
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TREELINE EEEILNRT limit north of which trees do not grow [n -S] 

TREENAIL AEEILNRT wooden peg used for fastening timbers [n -S] 

 

TRENDED DDEENRT TREND, to take particular course [v] 

TRENDIER DEEINRRT TRENDY, very fashionable [adj] 

TRENDIES DEEINRST TRENDY, trendy person [n] 

TRENDIFY DEFINRTY to make something trendy [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

TRENDILY DEILNRTY TRENDY, very fashionable [adv] 

TRENDING DEGINNRT TREND, to take particular course [v] 

TRENDOID DDEINORT trendy person [n -S] 

 

TRUEING EGINRTU TRUE, to bring to conformity with standard or requirement [v] 

TRUISMS IMRSSTU TRUISM, obvious truth [n] 

TRUTHER EHRRTTU type of conspiracy theorist [n -S]  

TRUEBLUE BEELRTUU person of unwavering loyalty [n -S] 

TRUEBORN BENORRTU genuinely such by birth [adj] 

TRUEBRED BDEERRTU designating animal of unmixed stock [adj] 

TRUELOVE EELORTUV sweetheart [n -S] 

TRUENESS EENRSSTU quality or state of being true [n -ES] 

TRUISTIC CIIRSTTU TRUISM, obvious truth [adj] 

TRUTHFUL FHLRTTUU telling truth (conformity to fact or reality) [adj] 

 

TRUSTED DERSTTU TRUST, to place confidence in [v] 

TRUSTEE EERSTTU to commit to care of administrator [v -D, -ING, -S] 

TRUSTER ERRSTTU one that trusts (to place confidence in) [n -S] 

TRUSTOR ORRSTTU one that trustees his property [n -S] 

TRUSTFUL FLRSTTUU inclined to trust [adj] 

TRUSTIER EIRRSTTU TRUSTY, worthy of trust [adj] 

TRUSTIES EIRSSTTU TRUSTY, one worthy of trust [n] 

TRUSTILY ILRSTTUY TRUSTY, worthy of trust [adv] 

TRUSTING GINRSTTU TRUST, to place confidence in [v] 

 

TUBIFEX BEFITUX aquatic worm [n -ES] 

TUBINGS BGINSTU TUBING, material in form of tube [n] 

TUBULAR ABLRTUU completely enclosed bicycle tire [n -S] 

TUBULES BELSTUU TUBULE, small tube [n] 

TUBULIN BILNTUU protein that polymerizes to form tiny tubules [n -S] 

TUBELIKE BEEIKLTU resembling tube [adj] 

TUBENOSE BEENOSTU bird having tubular nostrils [n -S] 

TUBEWELL BEELLTUW water well in which long steel tube is bored into underground aquifer [n -S] 

TUBEWORK BEKORTUW tubing (material in form of tube) [n -S] 

TUBEWORM BEMORTUW marine worm that builds and lives in tube [n -S] 

TUBIFORM BFIMORTU tubular [adj] 

TUBULATE ABELTTUU to form into tube [v -D, -TING, -S] 

TUBULOSE BELOSTUU tubulous (having form of tube) [adj] 

TUBULOUS BLOSTUUU having form of tube [adj] 

TUBULURE BELRTUUU short cylindrical opening [n -S] 
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TURNERS ENRRSTU TURNER, one that turns (to move around central point) [n] 

TURNERY ENRRTUY process of shaping articles on lathe [n -RIES] 

TURNING GINNRTU rotation about axis [n -S] / TURN, to move around central point [v] 

TURNKEY EKNRTUY person who has charge of prison's keys [n -S] 

TURNOFF FFNORTU road that branches off from larger one [n -S] 

TURNONS NNORSTU TURNON, something that arouses interest [n] 

TURNOUT NORTTUU assemblage of people [n -S] 

TURNUPS NPRSTUU TURNUP, part of garment that is turned up [n] 

TURNABLE ABELNRTU TURN, to move around central point [adj] 

TURNCOAT ACNORTTU traitor (one who betrays another) [n -S] 

TURNCOCK CCKNORTU employee who turns water on or off at main [n -S] 

TURNDOWN DNNORTUW rejection [n -S] 

TURNHALL AHLLNRTU building where gymnasts practice [n -S] 

TURNOVER ENORRTUV upset or overthrow [n -S] 

TURNPIKE EIKNPRTU toll road [n -S] 

TURNSOLE ELNORSTU plant that turns with sun [n -S] 

TURNSPIT INPRSTTU one that turns roasting spit [n -S] 

 

TUSSAHS AHSSSTU TUSSAH, Asian silkworm [n] 

TUSSARS ARSSSTU TUSSAR, tussah (Asian silkworm) [n] 

TUSSEHS EHSSSTU TUSSEH, tussah (Asian silkworm) [n] 

TUSSERS ERSSSTU TUSSER, tussah (Asian silkworm) [n] 

TUSSORE EORSSTU tussah (Asian silkworm) [n -S] 

TUSSORS ORSSSTU TUSSOR, tussah (Asian silkworm) [n] 

TUSSURS RSSSTUU TUSSUR, tussah (Asian silkworm) [n] 

 

TUTELAR AELRTTU  tutelary (one who has power to protect) [n -S] 

TUTORED DEORTTU TUTOR, to instruct privately [v] 

TUTELAGE AEEGLTTU act of tutoring (to instruct privately) [n -S] 

TUTELARY AELRTTUY one who has power to protect [n -RIES] 

TUTORAGE AEGORTTU tutelage (act of tutoring (to instruct privately)) [n -S] 

TUTORESS EORSSTTU female who tutors [n -ES] 

TUTORIAL AILORTTU session of tutoring [n -S] 

TUTORING GINORTTU TUTOR, to instruct privately [v] 

 

TWOFERS EFORSTW TWOFER, something sold at rate of two for price of one [n] 

TWOFOLD DFLOOTW amount twice as great as given unit [n -S] 

TWONESS ENOSSTW state of being two [n -ES] 

TWOONIE EINOOTW toonie (Canadian two-dollar coin) [n -S] 

TWOSOME EMOOSTW group of two [n -S] 

TWOPENCE CEENOPTW British coin worth two pennies [n -S] 

TWOPENNY ENNOPTWY worth twopence [adj] 
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